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PERCEPTUAL ALIASING IN VISION BASED ROBOT
NAVIGATION
LAURA CORVESE
ABSTRACT
In order to create intelligent robots that are able to react to their environment
through computer vision, it has been of interest to study how humans, and animals
receive and process visual information. Flying animals, such as birds and bats, use
a vision processing technique called optical flow to navigate the environment. The
key to making use of optical flow for feedback control is the idea of time-to-transit,
which is a measure of how long it will take an observer to pass an object in its field
of view. Simply using optical flow data, this time-to-transit (tau) can be calculated
without knowing the distance to the object, or the size of the object itself. Tau
can be computed in real time and used as input to autonomous vehicle control laws.
Vision-based navigation of autonomous robotic vehicles can support applications in
both the military and civilian sectors.
In this work, a series of feedback control laws for autonomous robot control,
whose inputs are the frames of a video sequence in real time, are developed. Two
control laws, coined motion primitives, are developed based on tau balancing and
tau difference maximizing, and protocol switching logic is established to determine
when each should be employed. The tau balancing law utilizes information on both
the right and left sides of the path environment, when available, and attempts to
balance between them. The tau difference maximizing primitive, contrastingly, aligns
the vehicle motion with features either on one side or the other. A tertiary navigation
strategy is also implemented where the segments of sensing, perceiving, and acting
vi
are separated. A simulation environment is also developed as a test-bed for studying
the effects of changing control law parameters and decision variables for protocol
switches.
In some cases, it may appear as though one strategy can be used, when the other is
actually required. Such situations are referred to as occurrences of perceptual aliasing
- the misinterpretation of perceptual cues, leading to the execution of an unsuitable
action. Such misunderstanding of the environment can lead to dangerous motions of
the vehicle - as would occur when the control attempts to steer the vehicle between
features on the left and right sides of a solid obstacle or wall in the vehicle’s path.
Without safeguards in place to prevent this misinterpretation, perceptual aliasing
could cause a robot to collide with obstacles in its environment. Perceptual aliasing
can occur whenever the most intuitive control strategy will not result in successful
navigation. The problem is overcome through studies of human and animal percep-
tion, as well as a statistical analysis of the structure of optical flow and time-to-transit,
to intelligently select which control strategy to implement. These control laws are
composed together to allow a robot to autonomously navigate a corridor environment
with both straight and turning sections.
vii
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The use of robots in GPS denied, dangerous, or cluttered environments has become
relevant for use in applications such as search and rescue, tracking, or surveillance.
Most autonomous robots rely on GPS for positioning, and sensors for collision avoid-
ance. However many environments which are of interest for the use of these robots are
very likely to be GPS denied and cluttered. The clutter will cause false readings from
the range sensors, and the inability to use GPS will mean the robot will not know
where it is with respect to a global coordinate system. It is in cases like this where
a purely vision based autonomous robot would excel. It is the goal of this thesis to
provide the framework and necessary background for the use of optical flow in real
time feedback control. We will also discuss the current state of the art of vision based
autonomous robots using optical flow for collision avoidance.
Optical flow is the quantification of the apparent motion of objects with respect
to a moving observer. Optical flow is used to show how a key point, or object, of
interest is moving from one frame in a video to the next. These flow vectors can then
be used to calculate something known as time-to-transit (tau) which describes how
long it will take before the observer passes the physical object feature (key) point.
This can be computed without knowing the actual distance to the object or the size
of the object itself, making it an excellent parameter for feedback control. It has
been shown in several studies such as (Shoemaker et al., 2011), (Serres and Ruffier,
22015), (Sebesta and Baillieul, 2012), and (Kong et al., 2013), that animals such as
bats, bees, and flies, actually use optical flow and time to transit to navigate their
environments
A critical aspect of utilizing optical flow for navigation is understanding the en-
vironment in which the observer is operating. Two separate strategies have been
developed for using optical flow for feedback control in the literature. These two
strategies are tau balancing, and tau difference maximizing. The former attempts to
align the robot, or observer perpendicular to the features in the environment, while
the latter attempts to align the robot parallel to the features. As these strategies align
the robot iin orthogonal directions, the choice of which control to use for successful
navigation is paramount. In this work, the optical flow fields and tau distributions
are studied to develop control switching strategies to guarantee successful navigation
in corridor environments with corners.
The use of optical flow alone for navigation comes with the unique challenge of
the separation of translation and rotational components of flow, which was discussed
in (Kanatani, 1988). In the present work, the problem is handled by segmenting the
navigation task in the three discrete sections: information gathering, perceiving, and
acting. In this way, information is gathered in a controlled manner before making
decisions about what should be done, and executing an appropriate motion. The
final deliverable for this thesis will be a simulation environment for testing optical
flow control algorithms and strategies, as well as a software simulation environment
to test these control strategies.
1.2 Statement of Work
This thesis presents a novel use of optical flow control strategies for autonomous robot
navigation. This research is motivated by laboratory work in which an optical flow
3processing package was developed for a camera-equipped wheeled robot. The FAST
(Features from Accelerated Segment Tests, (Rosten et al., 2010)) feature detector,
coupled with the FREAK (Fast REtina Keypoints, (Alahhi et al., 2012)) descrip-
tor and a brute force matcher identify and match robust features between successive
frames in a video stream. To effectively integrate these algorithms into real-time
strategies for switching control, a stylized navigation environment is developed in
Python. This simulator supports the testing of a range of control architectures based
on optical flow, particularly in leveraging time-to-transit (tau). The simulation accu-
rately represents a differential drive robot operating in real world situations wherein
its movement is based only on the visual information it perceives in its local environ-
ment. The thesis also delivers a control switching strategy, which utilizes spatial and
statistical features of the optical flow fields to determine the appropriate control for
navigation. These statistical features are used to determine attention strategies, or
which features are most important, and best to use for navigation.
1.3 Overview
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an in depth review
of the state of the art for optical flow in robotics is presented. The mathematical
foundations for optical flow and time-to-transit are also presented. In Chapter 3 the
control laws, called motion primitives, are developed and their applications discussed.
The problem of perceptual aliasing is addressed in Chapter 4, in addition to the
considerations of visual attention. Environment recognition based on the statistical
features of the tau information available to the robot vehicle is also discussed. Chapter
5 introduces the simulation environment, along with the kinematics of the simulated
robot. The simulated environments are also introduced in this chapter. In Chapter
6 experimental results are given and discussed for several environments and control
4variations. Finally, conclusions and future work are offered in Chapter 7.
5Chapter 2
Optical Flow Methods and Background
2.1 Optical Flow and Robotics
The use of optical flow in control of autonomous robots stems from biological studies of
animals such as bats and bees. (Sebesta and Baillieul, 2012) study flying animals such
as pigeons, and relate their natural guidance and collision avoidance systems to that
of optical flow. The focus is on high speed flights through cluttered environments such
as forests. The authors discuss the simple computation of time to contact through
optical flow information and its pivotal role in autonomous robot control. In (Kong
et al., 2013), the authors explore the flight trajectories of bats and study the relation
to optical flow. This paper introduces the concept of time-to-transit and how it
may be used by bats for visual collision avoidance. The work focuses on side facing
cameras, mimicking that of the geometry of bat eyes. The authors use their modified
version of time to transit to study distance maintenance using optical flow and a
combination of control laws.
(Milde et al., 2015) study the idea of saccades and intersaccades (times of high
angular velocity about the yaw axis and periods where the insect’s body and head
orientation remain relatively constant respectively) inspired by insects to develop an
optical flow based collision avoidance system. The authors use optical flow (dynamic
vision) sensors to determine ‘relative nearness’ vectors. The opposite direction of the
average of the relative nearness vector is used as the obstacle avoidance direction.
This research was tested in open loop only and complete autonomous control was not
6achieved. The authors explore the idea of separating the control into two phases, a
straight motion where controls are determined, and a turning section, where optical
flow information is not used. This idea inspired the present work’s control segmenta-
tion strategy. (Bertrand et al., 2015) draw inspiration from insects such as bees for
their optical flow based collision avoidance system. In this paper, the authors discuss
how they used a relative nearness map to determine a collision avoidance direction and
necessity value (how important is the collision avoidance direction based on ‘threat’).
The collision avoidance necessity is used to tell the robot how much to turn toward the
collision avoidance vector, or to tell it to continue straight. The results of this study
are purely computational but simulations show successful navigation of 2D synthetic
environments between a start and goal location.
(Serres and Ruffier, 2015) develop a simulation of autonomous control of a 3 DoF
hovercraft using optical flow, inspired by the flight of insects. This research uses
a wall following strategy such that the robot is able to traverse U and S-shaped
corridors. The angle of incidence between the robot and a frontal obstacle is found
using two local optical flow measurements and the appropriate collision-free path is
followed. As stated this work was a simulation and was not implemented on a real
robot. Clearly animals are a key area of motivation for the use of optical flow in
autonomous robot control as there is growing evidence that they use a form of it for
their own natural collision avoidance systems. This means that if these systems can
be mimicked, sophisticated autonomous robot controls can be developed.
Many different platforms have been explored for using optical flow for collision
avoidance including ground vehicles, fixed wing air vehicles, quadrotors, and micro
UAVs. Early work includes that of (Convertino, 1997) who formulates a region based
optical flow estimation for applications in collision avoidance in a general sense. In
more recent studies, optical flow has been used for velocity estimation of aerial vehicles
7such as the studies in (Broid et al., 2016) (Kendoul et al., 2009)(MacGuire et al.,
2016) and (Rhudy et al., 2015). These studies use downward facing cameras and
calculate optical flow vectors, from which they extract velocity information for the
aerial vehicle. These studies, however, do not include collision avoidance, as the
camera is downward facing. (Sanchez-Garcia et al., 2015) use a ground based robot
that performs optical flow calculations across the entire image on a specified grid of
pixels. The objects are recognized as areas where the magnitudes of the optical flow
vectors are higher. The image is segmented into five columns and time to contact
is averaged across each segment. The segment that has the lowest time to contact
is decided to have an object and the robot is told to move away from that segment.
Watanabe et. al (Watanabe et al., 2015) also utilize a ground robot with four wheels
to develop their optical flow obstacle avoidance method. This method recognizes
objects through optical flow, then converts their lengths into potential fields. A
safe movable area is then extracted and a path is planned accordingly. Collision
avoidance with optical flow for aerial vehicles has also been studied. (Yoo et al.,
2011) use Lucas-Kanade optical flow balancing to turn the UAV right or left in a
simulated environment, with a flow balancing strategy similar to that of Seebacher
in (Seebacher, 2015).
2.2 Methods of Computing Optical Flow
Optical flow (or sometimes optic flow) is a quantification of the apparent motion of
objects with respect to a moving observer. These motion vectors diverge from the
image focus of expansion (which can be thought of as the horizon). Optical flow first
appeared in the literature in its most basic form in the 1950s, where researchers began
studying relative motion of objects and viewers. It saw much further development in
the late 70s and early 80s when it was formally introduced in (Horn and Schunck,
82014). This concept is still a heavily researched area due to its connections with
biology and its applications to autonomous robot control. This section will focus
on an explanation of a few different optical flow calculation methods, as well as a
discussion of their relevance to real time applications.
Two classical methods for computing optical flow via differential methods will be
explored. These methods are those of Horn-Schunck (Horn and Schunck, 2014) and
Lucas-Kanade (Bruce D. Lucas, 1981). The differential method utilizes the partial
derivatives of both the spatial and temporal components of image sequences. For
these methods to work properly, there are several requirements, some specific to each
method. The first requirement for differential methods in general is that the intensity
of an image is continuously differentiable, in both space and time, to allow for the
computation of the partial derivatives. Optical flow can be calculated in both sparse
and dense forms. While sparse optical flow will give less information than a dense
flow field, it often will be less susceptible to noise, and is certainly faster to compute.
The two aforementioned methods for calculating optical flow will now be explored.
2.2.1 Horn-Schunck Method
The Horn-Schunck method was the first formal procedure for calculating optical flow.
This method produces a global, or dense optical flow field. This method, as stated,
requires the image to be continuously differentiable. It is also required that there is
constant illumination in the sequence of frames and that the reflectance of objects
in the sequence varies smoothly. This essentially means that an pixel that is being
tracked has the same intensity in one image as it does in the next. The authors use the
notation that E(x, y, t) is the image brightness of a particular point at time t located
by image plane coordinates (x, y). Using the constraint of constant illumination, the
authors assert that:
dE
dt
= 0 (2.1)
9Which allows them to develop the equation:
δE
δx
dx
dt
+
δE
δy
dy
dt
+
δE
δt
= 0 (2.2)
Setting
u =
dx
dt
, v =
dy
dt
(2.3)
The well-known intensity flow equation is then obtained.
Exu+ Eyv + Et = 0 (2.4)
Here Ex, Ey, and Et are the partial derivatives of the intensities with respect to x, y,
and t respectively. A smoothness constraint is imposed, requiring that objects in a
neighborhood to move similar to each other (an intuitive assumption since neighbor-
hoods of pixels should represent an object which will move uniformly), which allows
them to minimize the sum of squares of the Laplacians of x-y components of optical
flow (in simple cases both Laplacians are equal to zero for both u and v). To retrieve
pixels for evaluation, the image is segmented into a square grid and partial derivatives
are estimated at a point in the center of a cube, which is formed by eight measure-
ments. Then, the sum of errors in (2.4), the equation for rate of change of intensity,
is minimized, and an estimate of the departure from smoothness in velocity flow are
calculated. The Laplacian is estimated by subtracting the value at a point from a
weighted average of the values at neighboring points. This leads to two equations
for each pixel in the image, for the difference of flow at a point from the local aver-
age. The authors suggest an iterative solution which computes new velocity estimates
from estimated derivatives and averages of previous velocity estimates (from previous
frames if available). This will slightly reduce computation time. Any regions that
have a zero brightness gradient (meaning the region is uniform) have their velocities
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set to those of their neighbors. Essentially this means that the entire neighborhood
is moving uniformly. For more detail, see (Horn and Schunck, 2014).
This method develops a dense optical flow field with velocity vectors for each pixel
in the image for each frame. This will give a very detailed analysis of how objects
are moving in the environment, but is computationally expensive and susceptible to
noise. For real time applications, it is therefore more desirable to compute optical
flow vectors in a more sparse manner.
2.2.2 Lucas-Kanade Method
Unlike the Horn-Schunck method, the goal of the Lucas Kanade method is to deter-
mine the motion vectors of particular pixels of interest in successive images rather
than every pixel. In order to use the Lucas Kanade method, several assumptions
are required. It is assumed that successive video frames are separated only by a
short time, and therefore objects in those frames are not displaced by large amounts.
This method also requires that changes are made in a ’smooth’ manner, and like the
Horn-Schunck method, there must be constant illumination. The overall goal of the
algorithm is to predict how a pixel of interest has moved from one frame to the next
by explaining local changes in pixel intensity. The optical flow vector through this
method is calculated as follows. Suppose we are tracking a pixel located at (x,y) in
image coordinates in the first frame of a sequence. In the next frame, the intensity of
that pixel location has changed, such that the increase in brightness in the x direction
is represented by Ix(x, y) and Iy(x, y) for the y direction. Now it is clear that the
total increase in pixel intensity can be explained by moving u pixels in the x direction
and v pixels in the y direction giving:
Ix(x, y)u+ Iy(x, y)v = −It(x, y) (2.5)
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where It(x, y) represents the difference in intensity of the pixel from the second frame
to the first. This appears to be the same intensity flow equation as encountered in
the Horn and Schunck algorithm, but in the case of Lucas-Kanade, it is only valid at
those selected pixels that determine the sparse flow.
If only one pixel is taken into consideration, the system is underdetermined, with
one equation and two unknowns. This essentially attempts to figure out how some-
thing has moved without considering it’s surroundings, which is a nearly impossible
task. It is therefore beneficial, and necessary, to track the motion of a pixel based
on its neighborhood. If a 3x3 neighborhood of pixels around the pixel of interest is
considered, there are 9 equations, one for each pixel, of the form:
Ix(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y)u+ Iy(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y)v = −It(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y) (2.6)
∆x,∆y = −1, 0, 1
which is summarized in vector form as:
S[u, v]T = ~t (2.7)
This equation can be solved using least squares and gives a better estimate of
the pixel motion. To use the Lucas Kanade method, however, it is required that key
points of interest have been pre-selected ahead of time. These key points must be
robust meaning that they need to be found in both the first and second video frames
in question. They should also describe an area of interest such as an object. This
brings the need for feature detectors, descriptors, and matchers, which will be further
discussed in Section 3. Once optical flow has been calculated, a critical value, called
the time-to-transit (tau), can be computed.
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2.3 Time to Transit
The time-to-transit represents the amount of time before a particular keypoint of
interest crosses the image plane. This value can be easily calculated once the optical
flow is known, and can be computed without knowledge of the size or distance to
the keypoint of interest, making it invaluable for autonomous robot control. Time
to transit can also be calculated without knowledge of the observer velocity, however
this value must be constant. Research in the area of time-to-transit began in the field
of psychology and studying how humans perceive oncoming obstacles or landmarks.
In (Kaiser and Mowafy, 1993), the authors discuss the perception of an observer
approaching objects that are not on a collision course, and express how time-to-
passage may be appropriately calculated using the ideas of Local and Global Tau.
They note that Local Tau is more useful for objects on a collision course with the
observer, whereas Global Tau may be better for objects on the periphery and is
therefore more useful for navigating through environments. Studies were also done
using time-to-transit and human reactions to needing to break when driving in a car,
such as in (Lee, 1976). (Sebesta and Baillieul, 2012) then use the idea of time-to-
contact and relate it to the flight patterns of bats and explain how this can be used
for autonomous robot control.
Calculating the time-to-transit for a moving observer and an object can be thought
of as a similar triangles problem. In Figure 2·1, a camera approaches object. This
object is ’seen’ through the camera as an image created on the focal plane. The
distance from the camera to the object is x(t), the focal length of the camera f , D is
the real distance to the feature in the y-direction, and di is the distance to the object
as it appears on the image plane, O′.
The variables in the figure, by similar triangles, are related by the following equa-
tion
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Figure 2·1: An pinhole camera is moving at constant velocity relative
to an environmental feature that is D units to the right of its current
path.
D
x
=
di
f
(2.8)
If the observer is moving at a constant velocity x˙(t) = v, a differential equation to
describe the rate of change of the size of the object as it appears on the image plane
can be derived. As an observer moves towards an object, it will appear to get larger
and larger. This is the idea behind the following equation:
d˙i(t) =
v
D · f di(t)
2 (2.9)
Because of the assumption that the observer moves at a constant velocity v, the
solution to the differential equation is:
di(t) =
D · f
x0 − vt (2.10)
where x0 is x(0), initial distance from the obstacle. The most interesting result of
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these equations is that time-to-contact (τ) can be calculated without knowing a priori
the values of D, x0 or v (however we still must assume v is constant). This can be
done my manipulating the original similar triangles equation (2.8) to get:
D · f = di(t) · x(t) (2.11)
And differentiating both sides along with the assumption of constant velocity it is
seen that:
τ =
di
d˙i
=
x0 − vt
v
(2.12)
When t = x0/v, this equation is zero, which represents the ’collision’ or the fact that
the object has passed through the image plane. At t = 0, di(t)/d˙i(t) = x0/v = τ which
is the time-to-contact parameter we sought. This proves that the time to contact can
be calculated with only knowledge of the time derivative of the perceived change in
’size’ of the object, not needing information on the size or distance to the object. This
is realized in terms of optical flow by noting that di(t) represents the distance between
an object and the focus of expansion (where the optical flow vectors emanate from),
and the associated optical flow component along this direction d˙i(t). Note that if τ
is negative, the objects are retreating, and if it is positive the object is approaching.
This lends itself very nicely for feedback control for vision-based systems, as they
can navigate the environment without the need for additional sensors. In a practical
application, information on how a pixel has moved from one frame to the next, in
terms of x-y image coordinates, and how much time passed between frames will be
the data available for use. Using this data alone, τ can be computed.
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2.4 Real Implementation Considerations
In order to implement controls which utilize optical flow for navigation in real time,
it is beneficial to utilize the Lucas-Kanade method for sparse optical flow. To use
this method in a real application, specific keypoints must be selected for tracking.
Although it has been shown that these keypoints can be chosen randomly, it is often
best to choose robust keypoints such as those that represent corners. These keypoints
are found through corner detectors such as FAST (Rosten et al., 2010), or BRISK
(Leutenegger et al., 2011). Keypoints can also be chosen from a Canny edge image
(Canny, 1986) by finding keypoints that lie on a line. The use of these different
methods for optical flow was compared in (Nourani-Vatani et al., 2012). In order
to determine if these keypoints are robust, it may also be of interest to attempt to
match them between image frames in a video sequence. To do this, feature descriptors
such as FREAK (Alahhi et al., 2012) are necessary. For a more complete analysis
of the necessary measures for real world applications, please see Seebacher’s work
(Seebacher, 2015). In the present work, Seebacher’s base software was modified for
use with an iRobot Create2. This is discussed in Appendix B.
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Chapter 3
Development of Control Laws
In order to develop control laws for autonomous vision-based navigation, simple pla-
nar kinematic model is adopted: x˙y˙
θ˙
 =
 vcos(θ)vsin(θ)
u
 (3.1)
It is of interest to utilize both a continuous control u(t) as well as a discrete,
tertiary control strategy. For the discrete strategy, the control is defined by:
u = [−Ω, 0,Ω] (3.2)
The value of Ω is determined experimentally. The determination of the sign of the
control u will be discussed in the following sections. In this application, a positive
control is attributed to a clockwise, or right, turn, and a negative control represents a
counterclockwise, or left turn. Development of the continuous control strategies will
also be discussed in this section.
3.1 Flow Balancing
It has been proven that to navigate through relatively straight corridors with approx-
imately equal amount of information on each side, an optical flow balancing strategy
can be used. (Seebacher, 2015) used this strategy with a quadrotor for successful
navigation of a straight hallway. The method essentially uses the time-to-transit
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(tau) values computed from optical flow as proxies for distance. It is then clear that
an object with a higher value of tau is farther away than an object with a smaller
value. Seebacher utilizes this idea to implement ‘loom balancing’, where the control
moves the vehicle away from the wall with the lower taus (closer features). Using this
strategy the robot is able to align itself in the center of the corridor. The continuous
control for this strategy is developed as in Equation 3.3.
u(t) = k ∗ (τ−1l − τ−1r ) (3.3)
where k represents the gain, and τr and τl represent the tau values of right and left
features respectively. The discrete control is developed similarly:
u = Ω ∗ sgn(τ−1l − τ−1r ) (3.4)
where Ω is the set turning rate, and sgn takes the sign of the difference. If the right
side has a higher average, it is determined that the vehicle should move right, and
vice versa. The tau balancing strategy effectively aligns the vehicle perpendicular to
the features on either side of the field of view.
This control strategy can be implemented in two independent ways. The first
method simply utilizes the closest feature on the left and right sides of the image
plane, and attempts to balance between them. With this method, overall knowledge
about the environment is not used, and focus is strictly placed on the nearest features.
The second implementation involves computing an average of the tau values for all
features on the right and left sides of the image plane. For the latter method, τl
and τr would represent average tau values rather than those associated with a single
feature. The averaging strategy is best for use in a real robot implementation, where
individual ‘features’ are pixels in the environment.
In order to effectively use the tau balancing control strategy, an equal amount
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of tracked features, or actionable information, on each side is necessary as to not
skew the control. Examples where this control strategy may fail are environments
that have one feature rich side, and one feature poor side. This can be thought of
as a corridor with one plain, featureless wall, and another will windows, doors, or
posters. In such a case, flow balancing will fail as there will not be good actionable
information on both sides of the image plane, and therefore no values for either τl
or τr. This strategy is also not desirable for use to avoid collisions with walls at the
end of hallways. Tau balancing aims to align the vehicle perpendicular to features
on the right and left sides, which when implemented in a corridor, would lead to a
collision at the end of the hall. Such collisions occurred in (Seebacher, 2015), where
only straight environments were navigable. These ideas will be further developed in
Chapter 4. In order to handle more complex environments, it is therefore of interest
to explore different control strategies.
3.2 Tau Difference Maximizing
In the literature, the control based on maximizing the difference of taus between two
features has been shown to align a vehicle parallel to the beacons. The minimum
difference, is clearly achieved when the vehicle is perpendicular to the line segment
connecting these two points of interest (Figure 3·1a). The maximum difference, is
therefore achieved when the vehicle is parallel to this line segment (Figure 3·1b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·1: Time-to-transit comparison between points O1 and O2
with: (a) minimized difference, and (b) maximized difference.
In order to achieve this goal, two separate methods can be utilized, both based
on the same control law. The first is a continuous method developed in (Kong et al.,
2013) which is summarized as follows.
Theorem 1. (Kong et al., 2013) Consider point features O1, O2 located respectively
at (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). Let τj(t) be the time-to-transit associated with feature Oj for
j = 1, 2. Suppose the initial orientation, θ0, of the vehicle is such that τ2 > τ1 (which
implies that cosθ(x2−x1)+sinθ(y2−y1) > 0). Further assume that the vehicle travels
at constant speed v = 1. Then for any k > 0, the steering control
u = u(t) = k[τ ′2(θ(t))− τ ′1(θ(t))], (3.5)
where τ ′j(θ) =
δτj
δθ
will asymptotically align the vehicle with the line segment directed
from O1 to O2.
For the proof and further details, refer to (Kong et al., 2013). This law appears
to be the best choice for control when steering around corners at the end of corridor
segments. It is assumed that as the end of the corridor is approached, visual features
on the outer wall of the next corridor segment will become visible. These features
can be used to align the vehicle with the new segment. Assume, without loss of
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generality, that the new corridor segment will involve a left-hand turn. To understand
the geometry of the control law, assume that we have chosen the global coordinates
such that the motion of the vehicle along the first (old) corridor segment is in the
vertical (positive y) direction in the coordinate system. The motion along the new
segment will then be in the negative x-direction in the chosen coordinate system.
Also, assume both corridor segments are one unit wide, and that the vehicle should
begin its turn at the instant it passes the convex (inner) corner between the new and
old segments. There are two features on the outer wall segment at the corner, O1 and
O2. The tau difference maximizing control law of (Kong et al., 2013) that will align
the vehicle parallel to the vector between features at (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) (where the
second is to the left of the first) is given explicitly by
u(t) = k(−sinθ(x2 − x1) + cosθ(y2 − y1). (3.6)
Again without loss of generality, we assume that the vehicle begins its turn at the
global frame point (x, y) = (1,−1) and that the feature (global) coordinates are on
the global x-axis at (x1, 0) and (x2, 0). Assume for the left turn (ccw) in question,
(x2 − x1) = −1. Then the steering law is u(t) = ksinθ. Recalling that the vehicle
kinematics are given by 3.1, solving for θ(t) explicitly is easily done. It satisfies the
differential equation
θ˙(t) = ksinθ(t), θ(0) =
pi
2
(3.7)
This can be explicitly integrated to yield θ(t) = 2ArcCot((e−kt)). This in turn allows
explicit integration
y˙(t) = sinθ(t), y(0) = −1, (3.8)
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which yields
y(t) =
2ArcTan((ekt))
k
− 1 (3.9)
From this equation, we have the following result.
Proposition 1 : Using the tau difference maximizing steering law u(t) = ksinθ,
the vehicle will turn as to avoid colliding with the outside wall of the new corridor
provided that k > pi (Figure 3·2).
Proof. This is easily proved using the explicit form of 3.9. Using the formulation
in (Kong et al., 2013), it is easy to see that both θ(t) and y(t) are monotonically
increasing functions of t, with θ(t)→ pi. Recalling that lims→infArcTan(s) = pi/2 we
see that limt→infy(t) = pi/k−1, and this will be less than zero if and only if k > pi.
Remark 1: Conceptually, this describes steering using tau difference maximizing.
In our actual implementation, there is no direct access to the global coordinate vari-
ables, therefore placing all reliance on visual cues acquired by the imaging system.
Nevertheless, what is shown is that provided there is enough steering authority to
react appropriately to the perceived values of the taus, it is possible to negotiate the
turn on to the new corridor segment.
Remark 2: A further word of caution is that the exact form of the steering law
will depend on the features that are being sensed. Because the robot vehicle will
be proceeding down the new corridor segment, it will lose sight of the features as it
passes them. Hence, when the above asymptotic result serves to justify the approach,
in actual implementation, the features being used in the feedback will need to be
continually updated.
The discrete control utilizes only the sign of Equation 3.5 and the determined
value for Ω.
u = Ω ∗ sgn(τ ′2(θ(t))− τ ′1(θ(t))) (3.10)
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Figure 3·2: The trajectory of the vehicle using the tau maximizing
control law and feature beacons located at (x1, y1 = (-3,0) and (x2, y2)
= (-4,0), with k = 2.
The value of δθ is equivalent to θ˙, or the control for the previous motion. For
this law to work, it is imperative that the previous control was not 0, or 3.5 cannot
be computed. This will cause a chain effect if a turning rate of 0 is returned for the
aforementioned case. In a real implementation, the previous values of δθ must be
tracked. In order to avoid the division by zero problem, previous controls should only
be recorded when they are not equal to zero.
Figure 3·3 shows a robot’s current tau difference between two features (O1 and
O2) as ρ, and the desired tau difference as ρ
′.
Figure 3·3: The current tau difference ρ is not maximal. ρ′ represents
the maximum difference.
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3.3 Special Considerations for Egocentric, Non-Holonomic
Robots
When estimating time-to-transit from an egocentric model, it is essential that the
vehicle is moving at a constant forward velocity. Because of this constraint, small
turning motions can dramatically skew tau computations. This can be seen in Fig-
ure 3·4, where simulations were run of a robot turning toward an obstacle. In this
simulation the robot was 100 pixels from the feature, and turned at a constant rate
of 0.1 radians/second with a forward velocity of 10 pixels/second. This graphic also
shows the actual distance to the obstacles for comparison. It is clear that the tau
values are highly inaccurate for even small turn rates. This can be considered a case
of perceptual aliasing, where the information available to the robot may cause it to
react as if it were much closer to features than it truly is. Here the term perceptual
aliasing refers to the case where available information causes incorrect perceptions
about the environment. This makes apparent the problem with using non-holonomic
robots, which must change their heading to change their trajectory. Such a problem
is avoidable if a holonomic wheeled robot is used, or an under-actuated aerial vehicle
like a quadrotor. However, it is not an impossible challenge to overcome.
Figure 3·4: Plot of actual and perceived tau values for a robot turning
towards a feature with a forward velocity.
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In order to continue to use tau information for the guidance of a non-holonomic
robot, a cycle was created. This cycle consists of sensing, perceiving, and acting
phases, as shown in Figure 3·5. This cycle is how humans and animals have been
shown to navigate. In the particular case of a wheeled robot with a fixed camera,
keeping the segments of the cycle discrete is necessary to separate the rotations from
the translations. If one considers how they walk down a hallway, it can be seen that
although our head, or eyes, may turn to focus on something, our body will remain
along a generally straight path. This separation of motions is not possible on a
robot with a fixed camera, thus additional measures must be taken to ensure that
the information that is gathered is useful for navigation. A natural example of such
a restriction can be studied in insects such as bees and flys. These insects have been
shown to naturally separate their motions into saccades and intersaccades, effectively
splitting the perception and action phases to overcome their motion restrictions, in
which their body heading and viewing angle must be the same (Milde et al., 2015).
Figure 3·5: Sense-perceive-act cycle.
During the sensing phase of the cycle, optical flow and time-to-transit values are
computed. The perceiving phase is where the information gathered in the sensing
section is processed and decisions are made about the best course of action. Finally,
in the acting phase the decision that was made during perception is executed. The
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cycle is then repeated in this order. By utilizing this strategy, taus are only computed
when the robot is moving straight with a constant velocity. This greatly reduces noise
and increases accuracy.
3.4 Combination of Motion Primitives
In some environments, it may be entirely possible to navigate successfully using only
flow balancing or tau maximizing protocols. In such environments there is a plethora
of actionable information. Actionable information comes from robust features that
can be used for navigation using optical flow. It should be noted that there are down-
falls, however, in utilizing only one of the two mentioned methods. The flow balancing
strategy works very well only in environments with relatively equal amounts of ac-
tionable information on both sides of the image plane. This would be an environment
such as a corridor with doors, posters, or windows on both sides. This strategy fails
when one side is sparse, not providing any useful information for which motion to
take. Similarly, the tau maximizing strategy works well when the observer is facing
a corner or a wall, or if there is only actionable information on one side of the image
plane. The tau maximizing strategy is not ideal for use in environments where flow
balancing may be utilized, since it will not align itself in the center of the features on
each side.
Due to the shortcomings of each individual motion primitive, it is of interest to
utilize both strategies, with logical switching to determine which is best to use. At
some points, it is quite clear where one strategy should be used over over another, like
in a feature rich corridor, or a corridor with only one wall with actionable information.
However where it becomes more involved to determine the strategy is at areas such as
corners, or outcroppings in the hallway. In these areas, it may appear as though there
is an equal amount of actionable information, and therefore tau balancing should be
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used. However, if the case where a robot is directly facing a wall is considered, using
the tau balancing strategy here would result in a collision. Because of this perceptual
aliasing issue, it is necessary to determine protocol switching strategies which are not
only based on the location of keypoints, but also on environmental cues.
In the following chapter, the perceptual aliasing problem will be addressed.
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Chapter 4
Perceptual Aliasing and Attention
The development of protocol switching strategies between the two motion primitives
discussed in the previous chapter (tau balancing and tau difference maximizing) is
critical to successful corridor navigation. Previous work has utilized only one of
the primitives exclusively, limiting the vehicle’s motions to either those that align the
vehicle perpendicular to two objects, or those that align it parallel, and not both. It is
therefore of great interest to study the tau data in a controlled environment to draw
conclusions about switching protocols. It is also of significance to study attention
strategies, to allow an intelligent robot to actively select, and change the features,
or areas, it pays attention to in the environment. The features that it chooses, as
well as the control strategy, can be the difference between successful navigation and
a collision. In the following sections, both perceptual aliasing and attention will be
addressed.
4.1 Perceptual Aliasing
Perceptual aliasing typically refers to the localization problem where one environment
looks nearly identical to another, such that a robot cannot determine its location. It
is used in this work as a description of misleading information from the optical flow
cues, leading the robot to believe it is faced with a different environment than it
truly is. As mentioned in the previous section, in some environments, selection of the
appropriate attention strategy is crucial. If the observer chooses to pay attention to
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the incorrect objects, a collision is highly likely. Because such a problem exists, it is
important that the robot is able to recognize the particular environment it is faced
with, be it a corridor, or a wall.
In order to determine the type of environment, it is useful to study the spatial
distribution of features, as much can be learned from the location of features in the
environment. However, studying the location of features alone would likely lead to
mischaracterizations of environments, as a similar spatial distribution can describe
several different environmental geometries. This is the base for the perceptual aliasing
problem. In order to overcome this problem, additional information must be analyzed,
such as the statistical makeup of the optical flow patterns. Combining both spatial
and statistical information, more accurate approximations can be made about the
type of environment that the observer operates in.
As humans, we use our previous experiences to learn appropriate behaviors, or
actions for the future. We do simple tasks like navigation without much thought,
and certainly without complicated calculations and mathematics. However, for a
robot to navigate an environment autonomously, many calculations and mathematical
operations are required. Everything is based off of statistics, and numbers, rather
than intuition and experience. Some machines are able to learn how to navigate
through machine learning processes, but such processes take immense amounts of
data, experimentation, and training time. Such machines may also fall victim to bias
problems, with over fitting to the training sets, and not working well in practice. In
this work, a robot must make navigation decisions in real time, without being able to
draw from previous experiences. It is therefore necessary that conclusions be drawn
from the statistics of the tau distributions. Once the distributions are understood,
they can then be used to solve the perceptual aliasing problem.
To gain an understanding of the environment, an approach is taken that segments
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each corridor environment into unique sections (corners, walls, hallways, etc.), and
each video frame into retinal (spatial) segmentations, and further into (temporal)
sub-segments called bins. The retinal segmentations split the video frame into two,
or more, unique sections, for which individual statistical analysis can be completed.
The bins are determined through the tau values rather than locations. Bin sizes are
all equivalent and in units of seconds. The statistics can be analyzed for the segments,
and sub-segments to determine the environment, and therefore the appropriate control
strategy. The following desiderata are considered:
1. The bin-to-bin distribution of features
2. The numbers of features in each bin
3. The distribution of features between left and right walls
4. Variance among looming features
In the following sections, how these ideas are used to identify three environments will
be discussed. These environments are a corner in a corridor, a single wall, and a
hallway with two walls.
4.1.1 Corners
As a robot approaches a corner, the diversity of the tau data experiences a decline.
This is because when approaching a corner, or a wall, the features start to have similar
taus, due to similar distances to the vehicle (see Figure 4·1). This decline in diversity
can be characterized by statistics such as variance. A low variance represents data
with similar values, which can be a good indicator of a corner. In addition to the
variance of all the data, it is of interest to further segment the environment into right
and left halves of the image plane. This segmentation allows further analysis of the
variance among each side. In the corner case, it is possible that the standard deviation
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on one side of the image plane is very low (the side of the turn), while the other side is
not. Such a case occurs when there are features on the outside wall (in the corridor)
that are still visible to the vehicle, in addition to features on the outside wall at the
end of the corridor. This additional information will cause the standard deviation to
be higher, which may cause the vehicle delays in identifying the corner. It is essential
that the vehicle recognizes the corner as early as possible for a successful turn, thus
the segmentation into right and left half planes aids in speeding up this recognition.
We may also consider segmenting the environment further, into sub-segments
called bins. These bins will contain tau values within a certain range, for example
each bin covers two seconds of time. The number of features within each bin can also
be a good identifier of corners. In a hallway, there will be a relatively equal spread of
features amongst the bins, however in a corner, features will be concentrated in higher
numbers into fewer bins. Also considering the number of features in each bin, there
should be enough information to be useful in supporting safe and reliable navigation.
Figure 4·1: The average tau values across segments of the image plane
for a corner in the hallway.
Through experimental analysis, the statistics of the tau distributions as seen by
a moving observer were recorded. The results can be seen in Figure 4·2. This figure
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shows the range and variance of all the tau values as seen by a robot navigating a
square corridor. This corridor has four corners, which can be identified as the local
minima of the graph. The statistical features discussed can be useful in determining
whether the robot is faced with a corner environment, and therefore allow for better
selection of control and attention strategies needed for successful navigation.
Figure 4·2: The variance and range of all tau values as seen by a robot
navigating a single loop of a square corridor.
4.1.2 Walls
The next case of interest is that of the single wall, as shown in Figure 4·3. This
is different than the corner case as it can occur anywhere in a hallway, however it
is easiest to picture it as an intermediate step in a corner turn. After a corner is
identified, initial turning procedures occur. After this initial turn, assuming a turn
in the proper direction, the robot, or observer, is now looking farther down the next
corridor, but has yet to complete a full turn. This means that the field of view still
includes only the outer wall of the corridor. In this situation, the tau values present
an interesting ordering. Depending on the direction of the turn, the taus are either
ordered greatest to smallest from left to right, or smallest to greatest. This is because
in this environment, the distance to the features is directly related to their position
on the image frame.
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Figure 4·3: A robot approaches a single wall with taus 4-1 ordered
from greatest to least.
For this particular environment, it is best for the robot to utilize the tau difference
maximizing control, to attempt to align itself parallel with this wall. Although,
depending on the robots angle of approach, it may be possible for tau balancing to
work here, it is considered much safer to utilize tau difference maximizing. In this
case, tau difference maximizing will always align the robot parallel to the wall, whereas
special conditions must hold for tau balancing to work. These conditions are similar
to those mentioned for the corner case, where the difference in tau values between
the right and left sides must be above a minimum value in order for tau balancing
to work. Tau difference maximizing in this case also intuitively makes more sense, as
the robot does not wish to align itself perpendicular to the oncoming wall.
4.1.3 Corridors
The final environment that the robot can recognize is the corridor-like environment.
In this case, the values of tau, from left to right, start low, increase, reach an apex,
then decrease again. Such an example is shown in Figure 4·7. This is because the
features that are on the extremities of the image plane, are those that are closest
to the observer, and therefore have the lowest tau values. The taus increase as the
features get closer to the center of the image, as these objects are the farthest from
the observer. In the corridor environment, variance among the taus is also quite high;
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some features are very close and others are very far away. The variance between the
sides may also be similar, with each having a relatively even distribution of features
among the sub-sections or bins.
Before a control strategy is chosen, however, an additional, feature must be taken
into account. The spatial distribution of the features in the environment must be an-
alyzed. A feature rich corridor can be identified by having relatively equal amounts
of actionable information on the right and left sides of the image plane. Therefore, if
this consideration holds, as well as the higher variance, range, and entropy, the envi-
ronment can be better approximated as a corridor, where the tau balancing motion
primitive can be used.
Consider the evenly spaced environment as shown in Figure 4·4. In this environ-
ment, guarantees can be made about the successful navigation between features using
the tau balancing control as defined earlier.
Figure 4·4: A robot navigates down a corridor with equal information
on both sides.
If a robot is able to navigate successfully through the set of features l1 and r1, then
its position is bounded by the right and left walls. If the robot has passed through the
first set of features with a heading of 0 radians (straight on) this means that τr = τl
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which results in a control of 0. This will also hold for the second set of features, since
they are evenly spaced. In this case, the turning rate will remain at 0 radians per
second and the robot will successfully travel between features l2 and r2. If the robot
does not complete its pass of l1 and r1 perfectly straight, the control will adjust the
turning rate as to equalize the two values for features l2 and r2. This control will not
send the robot outside of the bounds of the environment if the robot begins within
these bounds.
If there is much more information on one side of the image plane than the other,
it is best to use tau difference maximizing on the side with more features. As an
example, the robot navigates a corridor as shown in Figure 4·5. Here there are many
more features on the right side than the left. If the robot chooses to use the tau
balancing strategy, it will turn sharply towards the left, as the left feature is much
farther away than the right. This could eventually cause the robot to collide with the
left wall, or give an undesirable trajectory.
Figure 4·5: A robot navigates down a corridor with more information
on the right side than the left.
This particular environment can also be thought of more organically as a forest
edge, as shown in Figure 4·6. In this environment a bird wishes to fly along the edge
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of the forest, and only has the trees on it’s right side to cue on. Here tau balancing
is not possible or desirable, but the high entropy (diversity) of tau values indicates
that the bird is not facing a corner-like environment, and the spacial distribution of
the features indicates the bird is not facing a ‘wall’ straight on.
Figure 4·6: A bird attempts to fly along a forest edge.
Figure 4·7: The average tau values across segments of the image plane
for a straight corridor.
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4.1.4 Special Cases
It is of interest to consider the special cases where two different control strategies
would be useful to transit the same set of features. Such a case is shown in figure
4·8. The robot in this case wishes to navigate to the red X. In order to achieve this,
the robot utilizes both the tau difference maximizing and tau balancing control laws.
From the initial orientation, tau balancing between the right and left sides of the
image plane would not work, as both features are on the same side. Here the robot
utilizes the tau difference maximizing technique. Once the robot reaches a point
where the features are on opposite sides, it is able to use the tau balancing control
to reach its goal. To succeed in such an environment, the camera must either have a
wide field of view, or be a side facing camera, in order to utilize point B once it has
passed it.
Figure 4·8: A robot utilizes tau difference maximizing (1) and tau
balancing (2) to navigate to its goal.
4.2 Attention
Once environments are recognized, and a control strategy is chosen, it is of interest to
utilize the tau information to its fullest by implementing attention strategies. To do
this, human and animal attention are studied, and translated to robotics applications.
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Research in the area of attention is abundant, with countless human and animal ex-
periments performed. In (Reed-Jones et al., 2009), the authors study the effects of
constraining eye movements (or attention) on human subjects in simulated environ-
ments. These environments represent corridors with corners, and the subjects head
and body motions are studied throughout the experiment. Subjects are told either
to focus only on the center of the screen, or are allowed to gaze freely. It was found
that subjects with constrained attention have delayed anticipatory body movements
and shift to reactive body motions instead. This result is interesting as it shows that
what we choose to pay attention to allows us to anticipate the movements required for
successful navigation. In (Cutting and Readinger, 2002), the authors study attention
and note that in order to successfully navigate an environment, people generally only
need two features to focus on, one that is near and one that is farther away. These two
features will give the person enough information to determine the necessary heading
to navigate an environment.
As humans navigate their environment, they selectively choose things to pay at-
tention to. After these objects, or features, of interest are selected for attention, other
superfluous information in the environment is suppressed, so that useful information
is brought to the forefront. Fuster studies this ‘filtering’ phenomenon in (Fuster,
2005). By using this information, an observer can determine their heading, and the
required heading to avoid collisions for successful navigation. The idea of selectively
choosing what to pay attention to at any given time is an essential component to
successful navigation, and is therefore of interest to study in this work.
4.2.1 Environmental Based Attention
In order to develop the most successful control protocols for robot navigation, the idea
of attention must be considered and translated to robot perception. Unlike humans,
robots with a single fixed camera are unable to focus attention on objects without
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changing their heading. This means that the areas of focus will most likely not be
brought to the center of focus. When navigating an environment, different areas are
utilized for attention in different environmental situations. Three specific cases will
be analyzed and the appropriate attention strategy determined.
The first case for consideration is case of a robot navigating down a straight
corridor. In this case there can be equal amounts of information on both the right
and left sides of the image plane. The robot may then pay attention to each side of the
image plane and attempt to equalize its distance to both walls using the tau balancing
strategy. This is a simple attention scheme which only requires segmenting the retina
(visual field) into right and left sides. The information that the robot perceives (taus)
can either be averaged for all features on the left and right sides respectively, or one
unique feature from each side may be used for navigation. The former strategy has
the advantage of utilizing more information, however the drawback with this method
is the increase in noise.
The next case is of a robot navigating along a corridor where on one side there
is an abundance of information, and on the other is very feature sparse. Clearly in
this case the robot cannot use the attention strategy mentioned previously, as there
is no information on one side of its field of view. In this case it must utilize a strategy
similar to that used by humans, which is to pay attention to one object which is close
and one that is further away, see Figure 4·9. Utilizing this strategy, the robot chooses
two environmental features based on their proximity to the robot, and attempts to
align itself with them using the tau difference maximizing control law.
A third consideration is when a robot is approaching a wall of obstacles head on.
Such a case could occur at the end of a hallway before a corner. In this case, utilizing
the attention strategy of focusing on an object that is near and one that is far is not
desirable. It may be the case that all objects are the same distance from the observer,
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Figure 4·9: A robot utilizes a near/far looking attention strategy for
tau difference maximizing along a wall.
or robot, which would make choosing a near and far features impossible. In this case
it is best to pay attention to features that are either the farthest away (should there
be a difference in distances) or the features at the extreme edges of the retina (or
image plane), see Figure 4·10. Consider the case of a robot approaching a corner
at the end of a hallway. On one side of the image plane is the exterior wall, and
on the other, is the same wall, as it extends down the next section of the corridor.
Unless the robot approaches this wall perfectly head on, the features that are farther
down the hallway on the side of the turn will appear farther away. Objects that
are farther away are desirable for attention in corner geometries as they will persist
for longer throughout the turn and provide useful information for the tau difference
maximizing motion primitive. If closer features are chosen, they may disappear out
of view when the turn is executed. Objects that are farther away can also provide
more information about the direction of the turn that is necessary, and will be more
robust to the turning motions of the robot.
It is clear that different attention strategies have strengths and weaknesses de-
pending on the environment. It is now necessary to determine the process that a
robot must go through to determine its environment in order to guarantee successful
navigation.
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Figure 4·10: A robot utilizes a far looking attention strategy for tau
difference maximizing at a corner.
4.3 Determination of Motion Primitive
A clear method for determining which environment a robot is faced with can be de-
veloped from the statistical, and spatial features analyzed in Section 4.1. By utilizing
the statistical makeup of the tau distributions, it is possible to counter the perceptual
aliasing problem. In order to best identify the environment, a flow chart is created
which analyzes the statistics and the spatial distribution of the features and their tau
values for each frame of a video feed. This chart is shown in Figure 4·11. This flow
chart shows the process through which the environment is determined, with some ex-
amples of environments that would fit in each category. The first check is to analyze
the entropy. This statistic can provide strong information about the configuration
of the environment. Since the corner case is typically the most critical to identify
quickly and correctly, checking the entropy first will ensure that the environment is
not accidentally mischaracterized. As mentioned in the previous section, a low en-
tropy means the robot is approaching a corner. On the other hand, if the entropy
is high, there are many more checks that will occur to characterize the navigation
procedure.
While a high entropy typically rules out the corner case, the robot may still be
faced with a single wall. To check for this case, the ordering of the taus is analyzed.
The ordering of the taus presents an immediate understanding about the environment.
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Figure 4·11: The decision process for determination of environment.
If the taus are ordered, the robot is most likely looking at a single wall. If the taus are
ordered, a near/far looking attention scheme is chosen. It should be noted that this
scheme is not limited to selecting features which lie on the same side of the image
plane. For example, the ‘near’ feature may be on the right side, whereas the ‘far’
feature is on the left side. This is acceptable for this case.
If the taus are not ordered, then the spatial distribution of the features must be
analyzed to determine the attention strategy. If one side has substantially more than
the other, it will be desirable to use features on that side alone. If this is the case,
it is desirable to use the near/far looking technique, however now restricted to only
utilizing one side of the image plane. Since it was determined that the robot is not
faced with a single wall, it would not be beneficial to choose features from opposite
sides of the image plane. Because of this, whichever side was determined to be more
feature rich is the side that both the near and far features will be chosen from. If
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there is an equal amount of actionable information on both sides of the image plane,
then one feature from each side of the image plane can be used for attention.
This presents three unique basic identifiable environments: corners, walls, and
corridors (with either equal amounts of actionable information or unequal amounts),
and three unique attention strategies: focusing on far away features, focusing on a
near and a far feature, and focusing on features on either side of the image plane.
These environments and attention strategies are linked to one of the two motion
primitives, tau balancing, or tau difference maximizing. In the following chapter, the
simulation environment that was developed to test these ideas is discussed.
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Chapter 5
Simulation
5.1 Robot Kinematics
In order to easily test different strategies for determining which motion primitive to
use during autonomous navigation, a simulation environment was created. The base
code for the simulation was retrieved from (shubham797, 2016) which consisted of
a sandbox differential drive simulator in Python. This base code was modified to
include optical flow computations, give the robot a field of view, as well as create
unique environments. This robot is modeled as shown in Figure 5·1 and is governed
by the simple differential drive kinematics shown in Equation 5.1.
Figure 5·1: A labeled differential drive robot.
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 x˙y˙
θ˙
 =
 vcos(θ)vsin(θ)
u
 (5.1)
In order to control the speed and direction of the robot, the simulation accepts
velocities for the right and left wheels. If the right and left velocities are equal, then
the robot is moving forward at that velocity in a straight line. If the velocities are
different, then the robot is turning. This turning rate is given by:
θ˙ =
Vr − Vl
l
(5.2)
In this application the turning rate is known, and is used to back calculate the
difference between Vl and Vr. The velocities for each wheel are then determined
by adding half of this difference from the nominal forward velocity of one wheel, and
subtracting half of the difference from the other. Determining which wheel receives the
higher velocity, the sign of the turning rate is considered. A negative sign represents a
left turn, in which case the value of Vl will be augmented and Vr will be decremented.
The control laws discussed in the previous section provide input for the value of u,
which is connected to the turning rate of the robot. For the simulation, the value of
l was determined to be 10 pixels
5.2 Vision
To handle the visual system for the robot, it was determined to simulate a pinhole
camera in a 2-D environment. In this way, the optical flow can be simulated using the
simple geometric properties discussed in Chapter 2. Beacons, or points of interest,
were drawn as circles in the environment, where the center point of the circle is
used for its absolute location. While the simulation runs, it is assumed that the
exact location of the robot and the beacons is not known to the robot, which means
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the values of tau, alone, are used for navigation. This is in parallel to a realistic
implementation where the robot operates in an unknown environment.
The ‘vision’ for the robot is determined through a rigid field of view, as shown
in Figure 5·2. The dimensions of this field of view can be updated by changing the
width, as well as the angle of the triangular section. To determine whether a feature
is within the robot’s field of view, a simple change of coordinates is completed. The
OpenCV world frame is a left handed coordinate frame with its origin at the upper
left corner of the image. This frame is translated and rotated such that it is a right
handed coordinate frame located at the center of the robot. The x-axis extends in the
direction of the robot’s heading. The feature point coordinates are then translated
to this new reference frame. It can then be easily determined whether a feature is
within the straight section of the field of view by checking if the following hold:
fx >
w
2tan(θ)
(5.3)
−w
2
< fy <
w
2
(5.4)
where fx and fy represent the (x,y) coordinates of the feature with respect to the
robot body frame. To determine whether the feature is within the triangular region,
the convex hull method is used. This method checks the number of points in the
convex hull of the vertices of the triangle and the feature point of interest. If this hull
has three points, then the point lies within the triangle section. This is determined
via the equation:
f = v0 + av1 + bv2 (5.5)
where a and b are solved for by:
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a =
det(f v2)− det(v0 v2)
det(v1 v2)
(5.6)
b =
det(f v1)− det(v0 v1)
det(v1 v2)
(5.7)
where f represents the column vector of the (x,y) coordinates of the point of interest,
and v0,1,2 represent the column vectors of the coordinates of the vertices of this triangle
section. If the following hold:
a, b > 0 (5.8)
a+ b < 1 (5.9)
Then the feature of interest is within the triangular region, and therefore within
the field of view of the robot.
Special considerations needed to be made for certain environments which featured
sharp corners. In such corners, beacons may be within the field of view geometrically,
but are obstructed by another wall. Such a case is shown in Figure 5·3, where beacons
A, B, C, and D are within the field of view, but beacons B and D are obstructed by
the inner wall. In order to handle this situation, the interior walls of an environment
must be brought into consideration. Wall obstruction is checked by determining if a
line drawn between the robot and the beacon of interest intersects any of the lines
making up the interior wall, these intersections are shown as red X’s in Figure 5·3. If
it does, and the beacon of interest does not lie on the wall that was intersected, then
the beacon is out of the line of sight.
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Figure 5·2: The sensor range of the simulated robot.
5.3 Environment Geometry
Three variations on a similar corridor environment were created for testing. Each
environment represents a top down view of a full corridor. Features to track were
either evenly spaced throughout the environment in both the x and y directions, or
they were randomly perturbed to test the robustness of the algorithms. The corridor
geometries used for the simulation are shown in Figure 5·4, where the measurements
are given in pixels. The environments will be referred to as Environment 1, 2, and
3. Environment 1 features a square corridor with perfectly spaced features. This
environment represents the ideal case. Environment 2 consists of features with ran-
dom spacing in the x-direction alone, these features were selected through the random
Python library and were set such that they were greater than 15 pixels apart, but
within 50. Finally, Environment 3 consists of features that are perturbed randomly
in both the x and y-directions on the outer wall, and in the x-direction alone for the
inner wall (due to vision constraints). The perturbations in the y-direction were done
similar to that of the x-direction, where a range between -5 and 5 pixels was allowed
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Figure 5·3: The robot approaches a corner, features in green are
visible, and features in red are not.
for deviations (10% of the hall width). It should be noted that different seeds were
used for the random number generator for Environments 2 and 3, such that the x
positions of the features are different in each.
5.4 Computation of Taus
To compute taus for the simulation, the simple geometric scheme for a pinhole camera,
as developed in Chapter 2 is used. In the simulation, optical flow is not necessary
for tracking keypoints, or features, as they are all known to the program, and always
constant. Since these locations are known, we adopt an egocentric model where the
coordinate frame is translated and rotated to the robot body. The distances to the
objects are known and therefore the di values for the pinhole camera are developed
through similar triangles. These di values would be immediately available to a real
camera without the need of knowing the real world distances. Although real world
distances are known to the simulation, the only information used for navigation is
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the tau values.
5.5 Motion Parameters
In order to have successful navigation, several parameters must be tuned. These
parameters include the data rate, or the rate at which commands are send to the robot,
and the vision update rate, or how often the taus are computed. The simulation was
given a 0.3 second update rate, meaning vision is updated every 0.3 seconds during
sensing and perceiving phases. The update rate also governed the rendering of the
main simulation display window (the updated robot position was drawn every 0.3
seconds of simulation time). The motion between update rates was determined by
the kinematic equations for the robot, to keep consistency. The length of the different
cycles of the navigation procedure were determined by frame count. Each ‘frame’ in
the simulation is considered as each step in the simulation, meaning one frame every
0.3 seconds. It was determined that the sensing and perceiving segments should last
for two frames each. The sensing phase needs a minimum of two frames to compute
taus, and it was of interest to keep the sensing and acting phases the same length for
consistency. The second frame of the sensing phase is also considered the perceiving
phase, where the robot takes the information it has collected and makes an informed
decision about which control law to use.
The next parameter that needed to be selected was the turning rates. Turning
rates for the discrete control were selected through experimental testing. The values
were chosen to be 0.2 radians per second for both tau balancing and tau difference
maximizing. As for the continuous strategies, a saturation limit was chosen, such
that the turning rate would never exceed 0.3 radians per second. This was chosen
due to hardware considerations, where very high turning rates may not be possible.
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5.6 Implementation
In order to implement the simulation, two Python libraries were created. The library
that handled the main optical flow computations, as well as updated the visuals for
the simulation window and computed the robot’s position was called Simulator Main.
The second library was called runTest which handled the upper level computations,
such as the determination of wheel velocity based on the turning rate returned from
the control calculations. This library also acted as a timer, which controlled when the
robot was in each state of the sense-perceive-act cycle. Tau and control calculations
were only computed during the sensing and perceiving cycles. An outline of this logic
is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Master Flow
1: if turning then
2: u = u prev
3: turn counter+ = 1
4: if turn counter 2 then
5: turning = False
6: turn counter = 1
7: else
8: u = 0
9: control = robot.control calculations main()
10: turn counter+ = 1
11: if control counter 2 then
12: turning = True
13: control counter = 1
The velocity is then determined for each wheel as described in Section 5.1. The ma-
jority of the work occurs within the method Control calculations main. This method
calls several functions to compute tau values, determine the environment the robot is
faced with, and which control strategy should be used, and finally compute the con-
trol using the appropriate strategy. Algorithm 2 outlines the strategy determination
logic followed by the simulation, after taus have been computed. The environment is
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determined by following the flowchart developed in Chapter 4.
Algorithm 2 Determine Strategy
1: if entropy < 1 then
2: environment = corner
3: control strategy = tau max
4: attn strategy = far look
5: else if taus ordered then
6: environment = wall
7: control strategy = tau max
8: attn strategy = near/farlook
9: else
10: environment = corridor
11: check side()
If the entropy is not low, and the taus are not ordered, then the robot is faced with
a corridor environment and the spatial distribution of the features must be checked.
If it is determined that more than 80% of all actionable information exists on one side
of the image plane, the tau difference maximizing strategy is utilized on that side.
Otherwise the tau balancing strategy is used. For the actual code for these methods,
see Appendix A.
5.6.1 Selection of Attention
As discussed in Chapter 4, different attention strategies are desirable for different
environments. When the information presented to the robot shows a low entropy, the
environment is determined to be a corner. As mentioned previously, in this situation
it is best to pay attention to features that are farther down the hall, in the direction
of the corner, as they will persist, and give useful information. In order to select
these far features, the visible tau values are ordered from least to greatest, and the
highest two are selected. An additional consideration is necessary, however. If these
two tau values are very close (within one second) they are highly susceptible to noise,
and could provide an incorrect control. A check is therefore put in place to choose
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a closer feature if the two farthest are within one second of one another. When the
robot determines that it is facing a wall, the attention strategy of choosing a feature
that is near and one that is farther away is utilized. Once again the taus are ordered
from least to greatest and the features are selected as outlined in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Selection of near and far features
1: first feature = max(0 < taus < 8)
2: second feature = max(first tau < taus < 25)
In this way a feature is chosen that is within 8 seconds of the robot as the near
feature, and the far feature is selected such that its tau value is larger than that of the
first feature, but less than a threshold of 25 seconds. This near/far feature attention
strategy is also utilized when there is much more information on one side of the image
than another.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5·4: Overhead view of four simulated environments: (a), a
square corridor with evenly spaced beacons, (b) square corridor with
randomly spaced features in the x direction, and (c) square corridor
with randomly spaced features in both x and y directions.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
The robot’s navigation of each of the simulated environments was tested by changing
the initial start position, initial heading, as well as some intricacies in the control
laws. For the tau balancing strategy, two methods were employed. The first method
averages all of the tau values for the left and right sides of the image plane respectively,
and attempts to balance these averages. The second method only utilizes the closest
feature on each side, and attempts to balance between these. Both the continuous
control and discrete controls were tested for tau balancing as well as the tau difference
maximizing strategy.
Figure 6·1 shows three different snapshots of the robot’s navigation of the rect-
angular corridor with evenly spaced beacons, highlighting when the protocol switch
decisions and attention decisions are made. The features that are in the robots field of
view are shown in green, while all other non-visible beacons are shown in black. It is
clear that the robot is able to identify the corner as it approaches, and chooses to pay
attention to two farther away beacons, since they will persist the longest throughout
the turn. Just after the initial turn is made, the decision to align with a beacon that
is near and one that is far is chosen to eliminate the interference of noise when using
beacons that are too far away.
In order to fully understand the capabilities of the developed controls, as well
as the control switching strategies, experiments were run with both continuous and
discrete controls.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6·1: Snapshots of the simulation showing (a) corner recogni-
tion, (b) wall recognition, and (c) corridor recognition.
6.1 Continuous Control
The first set of controls that were tested in the simulation environment were the con-
tinuous controls for both tau balancing and tau difference maximizing, as developed
in Chapter 3. These controls were tested in each of the three environments. As a
subset of these tests, the two variations on tau balancing were also tested, the first
where all features on each side have their tau values averaged, and the second where
only one feature from each side is chosen for balance.
For the tau difference maximizing strategy, a maximum saturation was set at 0.3
radians/second to avoid extremely fast turns, and the gain, k, was set to 0.08 to
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avoid constant saturation. This gain was determined experimentally by running the
simulation and tracking how often the control was saturating.
For Environment 1, the robot has a clean trajectory with only slight variations at
the corners. Overall this trajectory is quite smooth and bounded by small variation.
In Environment 2, the trajectory has slightly more variation and is more circular.
This is due to the random placement of features. Environment 3 shows wide turns,
but only on the upper left corner. At this corner, there is a large cluster of features,
which likely cause the wide turns. There was initial concern that the trajectory in
the corner would continue to widen, leading to a collision, however the robot was
able to get back on the inner trajectory. This was monitored for 10 additional loops
to ensure collision did not occur. The robot also seems to cut the lower right corner
sharp on at least one occasion. Differences in trajectory are due to the variation in
visual features available to the robot given slightly different conditions.
The attention scheme for tau balancing where only one feature from each side is
selected for attention was also tested. These results are shown in Figure 6·3. The
trajectory for Environment 1 is very precise, and repeatable. This is expected as
the features are perfectly spaced, and only the nearest features are considered in this
strategy. Interestingly, the entire trajectory is slightly turned in the counterclockwise
direction. This could be due to a slight offset in the selection of nearest features.
Environment 3 experiences an increase in the smoothness of the trajectory when
using the two nearest features rather than the averaging strategy. The excursions
on the upper left were more controlled, and the lower right corner was not cut as
sharply. This shows that even with misaligned and randomly spaced features, it may
be beneficial to utilize only the nearest features.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6·2: Trajectories for each of the three environments utilizing
continuous control and averaged tau balancing.
6.2 Discrete Control
Due to the wide turn excursions of the continuous method, it was of interest to
study whether a robot operating under discrete control could successfully navigate
the environment. Under discrete control, the robot has velocity [−Ω, 0,Ω] where Ω
was experimentally determined to be 0.2 radians per second for both the tau balancing
and tau difference maximizing strategies.
Experiments were completed on each of the three simulation environments with
differing initial headings. The results for the trajectories of each environment for 10
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6·3: Trajectories for each of the three environments utilizing
continuous control and tau balancing between two close features.
continuous loops can be seen in Figure 6·4. For these tests, the averaging strategy
was used for tau balancing, where the average of taus for all features on the right and
left sides are used for navigation, rather than that of two distinct features. Slight
variations in the trajectory can be explained by the fact that at any given location
in the environment, the robot may be in a different phase of the sense-perceive-act
cycle, than in it’s previous loop.
The trajectory for Environment 1 is less narrow than that of the continuous con-
trol. There is also an excursion in one of the loops at the upper right corner. Note,
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6·4: Trajectories for each of the three environments utilizing
discrete control and averaged tau balancing.
however that the vehicle easily recovers from this overshoot. Environment 2 features
some wider turns for the upper right corner. It is interesting to note that for the con-
tinuous case, these wide turns did not occur in the averaging strategy, and appeared
slightly in the non-averaging strategy. This can be attributed to the fact that con-
tinuous controls aim to move the robot with controls directly related to the available
information, whereas discrete control only utilizes the sign of this information. Again
slight variations in trajectory elsewhere are most likely due to the robot being in a
different segment of the sense-act-perceive cycle.
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Environment 3 also exhibits an interesting trajectory. Some variation occurs in
the upper left corner. The continuous control trajectory also featured the variation
in the upper left. The introduction of feature perturbations in the y-direction (with
respect to the robot body frame) can cause even more differences to manifest with
slightly different headings and visual fields. It is important to note, however, that
although these wide turns occurred, the robot was able to remain within the corridor
and not collide with any walls.
Next, it was of interest to test the tau balancing method that utilizes only the
closest feature on each side. Results for Environments 1, 2, and 3 tested under these
conditions are shown in Figure 6·5. It is clear that for the perfectly spaced environ-
ment, the non-averaging strategy results in a more square trajectory, as expected.
However this trajectory is not nearly as smooth as that of the continuous control
strategy utilizing the nearest features for tau balancing. The trajectory for Environ-
ment 2 appears to be more ‘noisy’ for the right corridor than that of the averaged
strategy. The wide turns in the upper left corner for Environment 3 are also more
controlled utilizing this strategy. Overall, however, differences between the averaging
and non-averaging strategies for Environments 2 and 3 are small.
6.3 Validation of Control Switching
In order to prove the validity of implementing a protocol switching scheme, tests were
run which utilize only one of the two motion primitives. An extreme environment
with a very sharp turn was also tested to see how the two control strategies fared.
In Figure 6·6 the perfectly spaced environment was used to test the tau balancing
strategy alone. The robot is able to make two successful loops, but fails at the
very beginning of the third. The trajectory is also far from desirable as it nearly
clips the outer wall on every turn. Figure 6·7 shows the trajectory for the same
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(a)
(b) (b)
Figure 6·5: Trajectories for each environment utilizing discrete con-
trols with non-averaged tau balancing.
environment where tau difference maximizing is used alone. This trajectory is much
more oscillatory and fails at the very end of the second loop. The robot does not take
into account one side of the corridor, so it attempts to turn too early, and does not
utilize the information from the interior wall.
An extreme environment was tested where the corridor width of the vertical hall-
ways was reduced by 50% to 50 pixels. Figure 6·8 shows the robot attempting to
use tau balancing alone to make this corner. In this case the robot does not have
nearly enough time to make the turn before colliding with the wall at the end. Figure
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Figure 6·6: A robot utilizing tau balancing fails to continuously loop
a corridor.
6·9 shows the successful navigation of the sharp turn when utilizing the switching
strategy.
From these results it is clear that switching between the two developed control
laws, or motion primitives, is necessary for successful navigation of corridor environ-
ments.
6.3.1 Poisson Distributions
It was also of interest to test the validity of selecting the tau difference maximizing
strategy when one side of the image plane (left or right) has much more information
than the other. In order to do this, the Poisson distribution was utilized to randomize
the feature locations on each side. The Poisson distribution is defined as follows
P (k;λ) =
λke−λ
k!
for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (6.1)
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Figure 6·7: A robot utilizing tau difference maximizing fails to con-
tinuously loop a corridor.
where λ is the rate parameter which represents the average number of events in a
given time interval (or corridor segment in our case), and k represents the number
of events occurring in the interval in question. We simulate realizations of Poisson
arrivals in corridor segments by evaluating the approximation
P (x;x+ ∆x) = λ∆x (6.2)
where ∆x is the length of the subsection of the corridor. We then call the random()
function from Python’s random library, which draws a number from the uniform
random distribution between 0 and 1. If this random number is less than λ∆x, then
an event has occurred, and we add a feature to that subsection. Only one event can
occur per subsection. See Algorithm 4 for a breakdown of the procedure.
The environment that was simulated was a corridor with length 1000 pixels. Each
subsection was determined to be 20 pixels. This was scaled to unit length, giving
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Figure 6·8: A robot utilizing tau balancing fails to make a sharp turn.
∆x = 0.02. It was determined that the left wall of the corridor shall have evenly
spaced features, and not be pulled from the Poisson distribution, for the sake of
comparison. The left wall therefore had 50 features spaced at 20 pixels apart. The
location of the features on the right-hand wall, were chosen through the process
detailed above. Results from the experiments with different values of λ are shown in
Figure 6·10.
In the first experiment, λ for the right wall was given a value of 10, this means
that approximately 83% of the information available to the robot lies on the left wall,
and there are, on average, expected to be about 10 features on the right. In one
experiment, highlighted in Figure 6·10, we see that the control signal turns the robot
initially toward the left wall as the average is higher. The average on the left side,
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Figure 6·9: A robot utilizing the developed switching strategy suc-
cessfully navigates the sharp turns.
however, later becomes higher as there are fewer features, and they are located farther
away from the robot. This control causes the robot to turn towards the right, where it
eventually loses vision of the left wall. Because of the large gap between the features,
the robot only has vision of the features on one side of the image plane, therefore
causing tau balancing to fail. This value of lambda was used for 30 more experiments,
with right wall features randomly determined by the Poisson distribution. In these
30 tests, only 3 had successful navigation of the corridor, giving tau balancing a 10%
probability of success.
The λ value was then increased to 20, meaning the left side had approximately
71% of the information available. In Figure 6·10(b), the robot successfully navigates
the corridor. The trajectory, however, steers the robot quite close to the walls, which
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Algorithm 4 Poisson Feature Distribution
1: P = λ∆x
2: x = 20
3: while x ≤ 500 do
4: Z = random.random()
5: if Z < P then
6: feature x = x
7: feature list+ = feature . Add new feature to list
8: x+ = 20
(a)
(b)
(b)
Figure 6·10: Trajectories for Poisson distribution experiments: (a) λ
= 10, (b) λ =20, (c) λ = 30.
can increase the risk of collision. Out of 30 experiments run, there was 7 collisions,
giving approximately a 77% success rate. This is much improved over the 10% success
rate of the λ value of 10. The collisions were due to some experiments featuring very
large gaps between features on the right wall. Here the robot loses vision of the left
wall, and can only see features on one side image plane. This makes tau balancing
impossible, causing a failure.
A final set of test was run with λ equal to 30. This value give the left wall
approximately 63% of all the information. In these experiments there were only 3
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failures out of 30, giving a 90% success rate. This clearly shows that the closer that
the number of features are on the left side and the right, the more likely the robot will
be able to successfully navigate using tau balancing. This set of experiments proves
that spatial distributions of features in corridor-like environments must be taken into
account for successful navigation.
6.4 Discussion
It was found that both the continuous and discrete controls perform similarly in the
three simulated environments. The continuous control outperformed discrete in the
perfect Environment 1, however the two were very comparable for the other environ-
ments. Environments 2 and 3 are better approximations of realistic environments,
due to the random dispersion of features. In general, the continuous strategy is best
for realistic implementations due to the strict correlation between control and taus.
The discrete method requires a preset control value, which is determined based on en-
vironment. This method is therefore best when the operating environment is known,
and consistent.
It was also found that in general, utilizing the tau balancing strategy that focuses
only on the nearest two features, rather than averaging all features across right and left
sides, resulted slightly improved performance. This performance was most markedly
improved for the perfectly spaced environment, as expected. However, when faced
with realistic environments, with many more features dispersed randomly, it may
actually be best to utilize the averaging strategy. When considering the average
of all features on the left and right sides, the robot gets a better idea about the
environment as a whole, rather than only focusing on what is immediately in front
of it. In some cases, however, where a moving object enters the field of view, or a
rapidly approaching obstacle is in front of the robot, it may be desirable to focus on
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the nearer features rather than the average.
Through many experiments, it was found that the proposed protocol switching
strategies and motion primitives are able to provide a vehicle motion information to
successfully navigate a corridor circuit. It was shown that neither of these laws could
complete the circuit by itself, thus highlighting the need for switching strategies.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary of the thesis
By studying how humans and animals understand and react to their environments,
and analyzing the visual cues for different environmental geometries, control laws
and switching strategies are developed for autonomous robot control. Two separate
control strategies are employed, tau balancing, and tau difference maximizing. The
former utilizes the tau values for visual features on the left and right sides of the
moving vehicle, and steers the vehicle perpendicularly between them. The latter
strategy attempts to align the vehicle parallel to two distinct visual features. It
has been shown that for corridor environments, neither strategy alone can result in
successful navigation, proving the need for a navigation protocol which is able to
switch between the two control laws. As these two control laws, or motion primitives,
discussed aim to steer the robot in orthogonal directions with respect to one another,
it is essential that the proper strategy is chosen. This highlights the need to solve the
perceptual aliasing problem, where the features presented to a robot may suggest the
use of one control strategy, when another is required for successful navigation.
The perceptual aliasing problem appears at areas like corners, where even amounts
of features on the left and right of the vehicle may suggest the use of tau balancing.
However tau balancing here will result in a collision. To solve this problem, protocols
are developed which use tau spatial and statistical distributions to allow a robot
to identify different environments such as corners, hallways, or walls. Statistical
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features such as variance, and mean are utilized to recognize corners, and the spatial
distribution of features, is used to identify walls and corridors coming in at right
angles. The current work utilizes a variance threshold of 8%, and further simulation
and actual experiments will be conducted to determine the success rates of a range
of thresholds. Attention strategies are also developed based on this information. It
has been shown that humans selectively choose things to pay attention to in the
environment, while suppressing extra, or superfluous information. The same idea
is carried over to a robotic implementation by studying the tau distributions and
determining which features will be most useful for navigation. When the robot is
approaching a wall, it is best to cue on one feature that is close, and one that is
farther away. This strategy is akin to how humans navigate their environments.
However, when faced with a corner, it is best for the robot to cue on features that
are farther away, in the direction of the turn. These features will persist longer, and
give the most accurate approximations of tau during the turn.
A comprehensive simulation environment was created in Python to test these
control strategies, and switching protocols. This simulation is of a two dimensional
differential drive robot with a pinhole camera. Vision for the robot was determined
through environment geometry and tau values were computed for each feature in
the robot’s field of view using the similar triangles strategy. Three square corridor
environments were tested with evenly spaced features, randomly spaced features along
the length of the hallway, and randomly spaced features along both the length and
width of the hallway. Experiments were run on different heading and locations to
test the robustness of the algorithms.
For each strategy, both continuous and discrete controls were developed and
tested. The continuous control has the advantage of directly giving the turning rate
which will result in the desired motion. The discrete control, on the other hand, has
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its turning rate predetermined, typically requiring prior knowledge of the working en-
vironment. Because of this, for operation in unknown environments, the continuous
strategy will provide the best results. Additional subsets of the tau balancing law were
tested where tau values for the features on the left and right of the vehicle were either
averaged, or only one distinct feature was chosen from each side. The former method
has the advantage of taking into account more information about the environment,
whereas the latter only focuses on immediately impending features. In the simulated,
synthetic, environments, the trajectories corresponding to the tau balancing control
which only utilizes the nearest features were better than those that used the aver-
aging strategy. However, caution must be taken when implementing these laws on a
real visual system. It is recommended that the averaging strategy is used to ensure
a global knowledge of the environment is gathered in unknown environments.
It was found that the simulated robot was able to successfully determine its en-
vironment, and appropriate control strategy based on the spatial and statistical tau
distributions. In conclusion, successful control switching protocols were developed, as
shown in Table 7.1, and theorems were developed to prove the validity and necessity
of these switching strategies.
Table 7.1: Motion primitive switching conditions
TDM= Tau Difference Maximizing, TB = Tau Balancing
Switching Condition Control Law Perceived Environment
Low Variance TDM Corner
Ordered Taus TDM Single Wall
Uneven Actionable Information TDM Varies
Even Actionable Information TB Hallway/Corridor
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7.2 Future Work
A major extension to this work will be a fully realized implementation on a physical
robot. Due to constraints on time, a full working implementation was not possible,
however the groundwork has been set for a relatively easy transferal of the developed
logic, see Appendix B. One of the major considerations when transferring the logic
from a simulation in a hyper-sparse environment, to a realistic, more feature rich
environment, is with image segmentation. In this work, several image segmentation
strategies were attempted to select features for attention, however more work can be
done in this area to guarantee successful navigation.
Additional work that can be done on this thesis includes expanding the environ-
ments in which the simulation is run. Ideas for future environments include circular
hallways, or corridors with with rounded corners. It could also be of interest to stress
test each of the developed control strategies, to determine exactly when each fails.
It has also been shown that animals, such as bats, use spatial memory in order to
navigate their environments. It therefore may be of interest to incorporate this into
the current work. This could be done by introducing machine learning techniques to
the navigation procedures.
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Appendix A
Simulation Code
On the following pages are the major functions used to determine and compute con-
trol. A chart of the flow of the code is shown in Figure A·1. The function that
handles updating the robot position is called request kinetics. This function uses the
input velocities and update rate to determine the next position of the robot. The
main function for computing control, called control calculations main() is the ’mas-
ter’ method that is called from the robot controller software. This method calls the
helper method of determine strategy(), which computes taus in the sensing phase,
and in the perceiving phase determines which motion primitive the robot should use
based on statistical and spatial information. The main method then calls the appro-
priate function to compute the control using the selected strategy. These methods
are tau maximizing() and tau balance(). Each of these methods takes the information
computed in determine strategy to calculate the desired control.
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Figure A·1: The flow of control for the simulation, and real imple-
mentation, code
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def control_calculations_main(self,x,y,theta, frame_counter): 
#** Inputs: current x and y positions of the robot, current  
#*** robot heading, theta, and the current frame number 
#**Actions: Calls the determine_strategy() function to 
#*** determine which motion primitive to utilize, then 
#*** calls the appropriate function to compute control 
#** Outputs: control signal u 
    global flow_balance 
    global writer 
    print("control frame") 
    self.frame_counter = frame_counter 
    print("frame_counter:") 
    print(self.frame_counter) 
     
    self.determine_strategy(x,y,theta) 
    self.control_strategy = 1 
    if self.control_strategy == 1: 
        u = self.control_calculations_flow_balance(x,y,theta) 
    else: 
        u = self.control_calculations_wall_following(self.first_beacon, self.second_beacon, x, 
y, theta) 
 
    cv2.imshow("image", self.temp_image) 
    writer.write(self.temp_image) 
    self.control = u 
 
    with open('tau_data_004.csv', "ab") as outfile: 
        file_write = csv.writer(outfile) 
        file_write.writerow([self.sim_timer,x, y, self.range ,self.tau_var, self.tau_entropy, 
self.tau_left_avg, 
            self.tau_left_var, self.tau_right_avg, self.tau_right_var, 
self.control_strategy,u]) 
                # np.savetxt(outfile, save_data, delimiter = ",") 
    if self.environment == 23: 
     with open('tau_alias.csv', "ab") as outfile: 
      file_write = csv.writer(outfile) 
      try: 
       file_write.writerow([self.sim_timer, self.tau_all[0], self.tau_all[1], 
self.tau_all_debug[0], self.tau_all_debug[1]]) 
      except IndexError: 
       file_write.writerow([self.sim_timer, self.tau_all, self.tau_all_debug]) 
 
    return u, self.tau_left_avg, self.tau_right_avg 
 
def determine_strategy(self,x,y,theta): 
#** Inputs: current x, y position of the robot and robot heading 
#** Actions: Computes taus based off of similar triangles model 
#*** and computes statistical values. Then determines which  
#*** control strategy to use based off of statistical and spatial 
#*** information. If tau difference maximizing is chosen, the  
#*** features for attention are also selected 
#** Outputs: none 
    global beacons_list 
    global writer 
    global right_beacons_list 
    global left_beacons_list 
    global tau_all 
 
    if self.persisted.size == 0 : 
        self.persisted = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
 
    #a short function to look at distribution of taus 
    def _check_side(num_left_filtered, num_right_filtered): 
    #**Inputs: the number of features on the right and left  
    #*** after filtering 
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    #** Actions: Determines if one side contains more than  
    #*** 90 percent of the available information, to decide 
    #*** which motion primitive to use 
    #Outputs: the side with more information (0 if there is a 
    #*** relatively equal amount, -1 for left and 1 for right,  
    #*** and the desirable control strategy 
        if num_right_filtered > 1 and (num_left_filtered == 0 or 
num_right_filtered/(num_right_filtered + num_left_filtered) > 0.90): 
            follow_side = 1 
            control_strategy = 4 
        elif num_left_filtered > 1 and (num_right_filtered == 0 or 
num_left_filtered/(num_left_filtered + num_right_filtered) > 0.90): 
            follow_side = -1 
            control_strategy = 4 
        else: 
            control_strategy = 1 
            follow_side = 0 
        return follow_side, control_strategy 
 
    third_beacon = None 
    self.third_beacon = None 
    corner_flag = 0 
 
    # print("theta:") 
    # print(theta) 
 
    #compute di, tau for all beacons to use to check which protocol to use 
    di_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    di_y_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    tau_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    tau_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
    di_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
    di_dt_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
 
    robot_image_pos_y = self.height - y 
    data_record = [x,robot_image_pos_y] 
    robot_x = math.cos(theta)*x - math.sin(theta)*robot_image_pos_y 
    robot_y = math.sin(theta)*x + math.cos(theta) * robot_image_pos_y 
 
    #initialize 
    num_right_filtered = 0 
    num_left_filtered = 0 
    self.tau_left_avg = 0.0 
    self.tau_right_avg = 0.0 
    di_dt_left_avg = 0.0 
    di_dt_right_avg = 0.0 
 
    di_dt_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
 
    #save the previous taus from the final frame to an array for use with  
    #tau maximizing 
    self.persisted_prev = self.persisted 
 
    #find which beacons are in vision 
    self.persisted = np.zeros(len(beacons_list), dtype = bool) 
    self.is_inside, self.isin_right, self.isin_left, in_view_right, in_view_left = 
self.in_sensor_range(beacons_list, x, y, theta) 
 
    num_right = np.count_nonzero(in_view_right) 
    num_left = np.count_nonzero(in_view_left) 
 
    # print(num_right) 
    # print(num_left) 
    count = 0 
    #check persistene of beacons; must have persistence to compute tau 
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    #Outputs: the side with more information (0 if there is a 
    #*** relatively equal amount, -1 for left and 1 for right,  
    #*** and the desirable control strategy 
        if num_right_filtered > 1 and (num_left_filtered == 0 or 
num_right_filtered/(num_right_filtered + num_left_filtered) > 0.90): 
            follow_side = 1 
            control_strategy = 4 
        elif num_left_filtered > 1 and (num_right_filtered == 0 or 
num_left_filtered/(num_left_filtered + num_right_filtered) > 0.90): 
            follow_side = -1 
            control_strategy = 4 
        else: 
            control_strategy = 1 
            follow_side = 0 
        return follow_side, control_strategy 
 
    third_beacon = None 
    self.third_beacon = None 
    corner_flag = 0 
 
    # print("theta:") 
    # print(theta) 
 
    #compute di, tau for all beacons to use to check which protocol to use 
    di_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    di_y_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    tau_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    tau_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
    di_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
    di_dt_all_filtered = np.array([]) 
 
    robot_image_pos_y = self.height - y 
    data_record = [x,robot_image_pos_y] 
    robot_x = math.cos(theta)*x - math.sin(theta)*robot_image_pos_y 
    robot_y = math.sin(theta)*x + math.cos(theta) * robot_image_pos_y 
 
    #initialize 
    num_right_filtered = 0 
    num_left_filtered = 0 
    self.tau_left_avg = 0.0 
    self.tau_right_avg = 0.0 
    di_dt_left_avg = 0.0 
    di_dt_right_avg = 0.0 
 
    di_dt_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
 
    #save the previous taus from the final frame to an array for use with  
    #tau maximizing 
    self.persisted_prev = self.persisted 
 
    #find which beacons are in vision 
    self.persisted = np.zeros(len(beacons_list), dtype = bool) 
    self.is_inside, self.isin_right, self.isin_left, in_view_right, in_view_left = 
self.in_sensor_range(beacons_list, x, y, theta) 
 
    num_right = np.count_nonzero(in_view_right) 
    num_left = np.count_nonzero(in_view_left) 
 
    # print(num_right) 
    # print(num_left) 
    count = 0 
    #check persistene of beacons; must have persistence to compute tau 
    #_________________________________________________________________ 
    #****************BEACON PERSISTENCE COMPUTATION******************* 
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    #________________________________________________________________ 
    if self.is_inside_prev.size != 0: 
        for m in self.is_inside: 
            if m == 1 and self.is_inside_prev[count] == 1: 
                self.persisted[count] = 1 
            count += 1 
 
    #plot the beacons in view in green, all others in red 
    count = 0 
    for bk in beacons_list: 
        if self.is_inside.size != 0: 
            if self.is_inside[count]: 
                self.image = self.plot_circle(self.image,(bk[0], bk[1]),5, color = "GREEN") 
            else: 
                self.image = self.plot_circle(self.image,(bk[0], bk[1]),5, color = "BLACK") 
        count += 1 
 
    #compute taus with new information: 
    #loop through each beacon and compute di if it is in vision 
    #________________________________________________________ 
    #**************BEACON POSITION COMPUTATION***************** 
    #________________________________________________________ 
    counter = 0 
    for bk in beacons_list: 
        if self.is_inside.size != 0: 
            if self.is_inside[counter] == 1: 
                #transform the beacon y coordinates to a right handed system: 
                beacon_y = self.height - bk[1] 
                #then transform the beacon coordinates to the robot body frame 
                di_x = (bk[0] - x)*math.cos(theta) + (beacon_y - y)*math.sin(theta) 
                di_y = (beacon_y - y)*math.cos(theta) - (bk[0] - x)*math.sin(theta) 
                di_all[counter] = -1*np.true_divide(di_y,di_x) 
                di_y_all[counter] = di_y 
        counter += 1 
 
    #if we have previously saved di data, we can compute taus 
    di_dt_all = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    self.tau_all_debug = np.zeros(len(beacons_list)) 
    self.num_right_filtered = 0 
    self.num_left_filtered = 0 
 
    #__________________________________________________________ 
    #******************TAU COMPUTATIONS*********************** 
    #__________________________________________________________ 
    counter = 0 
    if self.di_all_prev.size != 0: 
        for bk in self.persisted: 
            if self.persisted[counter] == 1: 
                #don't try to compute taus for beacons that are swapping sides of image 
plane 
                if np.sign(di_all[counter]) == np.sign(self.di_all_prev[counter]): 
                    di_dt_all[counter] = (di_all[counter] - 
self.di_all_prev[counter])/self.t 
                    tau_all[counter] = di_all[counter]/di_dt_all[counter] 
                    curr_beacon = beacons_list[counter] 
                    beacon_y = self.height - curr_beacon[1] 
                    self.tau_all_debug[counter] = ((curr_beacon[0]-x)*math.cos(theta) + 
(beacon_y - y)*math.sin(theta))/10 
                    tau_all[counter] = self.tau_all_debug[counter]                        
                else: 
                    print("di and di previous have opposite signs") 
            counter += 1 
 
        #filter out high tau values and remove the zero values 
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        tau_all_mask = reduce(np.logical_and,[np.abs(tau_all < 30), tau_all > 0]) 
        tau_all_filtered = (tau_all[tau_all_mask]) 
        #filter out the high taus from the mask showing which beacons are in vision 
        is_inside_filtered = np.array(self.is_inside[tau_all_mask], dtype = bool) 
        beacons_filtered = beacons_list[tau_all_mask] 
        di_dt_all_filtered = di_dt_all[tau_all_mask] 
        di_all_filtered = di_all[tau_all_mask] 
        di_y_filtered = di_y_all[tau_all_mask] 
        #sort the taus 
        tau_all_sort = tau_all_filtered.copy() 
        tau_all_sort = np.sort(tau_all_sort)          
 
        #split left and right sides and filter 
        di_dt_left = di_dt_all[self.isin_left] 
        di_dt_right = di_dt_all[self.isin_right] 
        di_left = di_all[self.isin_left] 
        di_right = di_all[self.isin_right] 
        beacons_right = beacons_list[self.isin_right] 
        tau_left = tau_all[self.isin_left] 
        tau_right = tau_all[self.isin_right] 
        beacons_left = beacons_list[self.isin_left] 
        tau_left_mask = reduce(np.logical_and,[np.abs(tau_left) < 30, np.abs(tau_left) > 0]) 
        tau_left_filtered = tau_left[tau_left_mask] 
        beacons_left_filtered = beacons_left[tau_left_mask] 
        tau_right_mask = reduce(np.logical_and, [np.abs(tau_right) < 30, np.abs(tau_right) > 
0]) 
        tau_right_filtered = tau_right[tau_right_mask] 
        beacons_right_filtered = beacons_right[tau_right_mask] 
 
        #initialize averages and variances 
        self.di_dt_right_avg = self.di_dt_left_avg = None 
        self.tau_right_avg = self.tau_left_avg = None 
        di_left_avg = di_right_avg = None 
        self.di_right_max = self.di_left_max = None 
        self.tau_right_var = 0 
        self.tau_left_var = 0 
        tau_right_norm = 0 
        tau_left_norm = 0 
 
        #binning for entropy, each bin will contain a range of 2s for taus 
        n = 30/1.4 
        entropy_bin = np.zeros(int(n)) 
        counter = 0 
        for ta in tau_all_filtered: 
            bidx = int(ta/1.4) 
            try: 
                entropy_bin[bidx] += 1 
            except IndexError: 
                entropy_bin[len(entropy_bin)] += 1  
 
        total_taus = tau_all_filtered.size 
        tau_probs = entropy_bin/total_taus 
 
        self.tau_entropy = stats.entropy(tau_probs) 
 
        #find max and min of all taus 
        try: 
            tau_max = np.max(tau_all_filtered) 
            tau_min = np.min(tau_all_filtered) 
        except ValueError: 
            filler = 1 
 
        #find averages and norms for each side if there are enough beacons 
        if tau_right_filtered.size != 0: 
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            self.di_dt_right_avg = np.mean(di_dt_right[tau_right_mask]) 
            self.di_dt_right_max = np.max(np.abs(di_dt_right[tau_right_mask])) 
            di_right_avg = np.mean(di_right[tau_right_mask]) 
            self.tau_right_avg = np.mean(tau_right_filtered) 
            self.tau_right_var = np.var(tau_right_filtered) 
 
        if tau_left_filtered.size != 0: 
            self.di_dt_left_avg = np.mean(di_dt_left[tau_left_mask]) 
            self.di_dt_left_max = np.max(np.abs(di_dt_left[tau_left_mask])) 
            di_left_avg = np.mean(di_left[tau_left_mask]) 
            self.tau_left_avg = np.mean(tau_left_filtered) 
            self.tau_left_var = np.var(tau_left_filtered) 
 
        #compute overall tau norm and variance 
        tau_var = np.var(tau_all_filtered) 
        tau_mean = np.mean(tau_all_filtered) 
 
 
        #number of beacons we have after filtering on each side 
        self.num_right_filtered = np.count_nonzero(tau_right_filtered) 
        self.num_left_filtered = np.count_nonzero(tau_left_filtered) 
 
        #sort beacons by increasing taus 
        sorted_tau_right = tau_right_filtered.copy() 
        sorted_beacons_right = beacons_right_filtered.copy() 
        sorted_tau_right = np.sort(sorted_tau_right) 
        sorted_beacons_right = sorted_beacons_right[tau_right_filtered.argsort()] 
        sorted_tau_left = tau_left_filtered.copy() 
        sorted_beacons_left = beacons_left_filtered.copy() 
        sorted_tau_left= np.sort(sorted_tau_left) 
        sorted_beacons_left = sorted_beacons_left[tau_left_filtered.argsort()] 
 
        side_taus = np.array([]) 
 
        #order the taus based on their y-position, from left to right 
        positional_taus_actual = tau_all_filtered[di_y_filtered.argsort()] 
        positional_sort = positional_taus_actual.copy() 
        positional_sort = np.sort(positional_sort) 
 
        self.di_left_avg = di_left_avg 
        self.di_right_avg = di_right_avg 
 
        #___________________________________________________ 
        #**************PROTOCOL SELECTION******************* 
        #___________________________________________________ 
        #first check the variance, low variance signals a corner or a wall 
        if tau_all_filtered.size > 0: 
            if (tau_var < 5 and tau_var > 0) or (np.max(tau_all_filtered) - 
np.min(tau_all_filtered) < 5): 
                print("low variance") 
                print(tau_var) 
                control_strategy = 3 
            #next check ordering of taus, ordered taus represents a wall 
            elif np.array_equal(positional_sort,positional_taus_actual) or 
np.array_equal(np.flipud(positional_sort),positional_taus_actual): 
                #if they are ordered, check the variance to see if we are at a corner, or 
facing a single wall 
                print("taus are ordered") 
                #if the taus are ordered but the variance is not low, we can use the 
near/far strategy for 
                #tau maximizing 
                print("normal variance") 
                control_strategy = 2 
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            #if we don't have ordered taus, or low variance we are most likely not looking 
at a wall, check distribution of  
            #taus, if tau maximizing is chosen, we will utilize the near/far strategy 
            else: 
                print("unordered taus") 
                self.follow_side, control_strategy =  _check_side(self.num_left_filtered, 
self.num_right_filtered) 
 
                #__________________________________________________________________ 
                #**************BEACON SELECTION************************************ 
                #___________________________________________________________________ 
                #if we are using tau maximizing we now need to determine our beacons: 
 
                #when we select beacons, we should only use those that had tau values 
associated with them 
                #from the previous 'frame' or call 
            if control_strategy != 1: 
                #if we are between resets, we want to try to use the same beacons as 
previously, since 
                #we know previous tau values for these 
                if False and self.first_beacon is not None and 
self.is_inside[self.first_beacon_mask] == 1 and self.is_inside[self.second_beacon_mask] == 1 
and self.first_tau != self.second_tau: 
                    print("first and second beacons persisted") 
                    self.first_tau = tau_all[self.first_beacon_mask] 
                    self.second_tau = tau_all[self.second_beacon_mask] 
                #otherwise we need to select new beacons based on beacons that we have 
previous 
                #information for 
                else: 
                    tau_inside = 
tau_all[reduce(np.logical_and,[self.is_inside,self.persisted_prev])] 
                    beacons_inside = beacons_list[reduce(np.logical_and, [self.is_inside, 
self.persisted_prev])] 
                    beacons_inside = beacons_inside[tau_inside < 30] 
                    tau_inside = tau_inside[tau_inside < 30] 
                    #if we only have new beacons, we have to use the info that we have 
currently, and we 
                    #will not be able to make a controled turn 
                    if tau_inside.size <= 1: 
                        tau_inside = tau_all_filtered 
                        print("not enough beacons persisted, looking at all") 
                    if control_strategy == 2: #near/far maximizing 
                        print("using near-far balancing strategy") 
                        try: 
                            self.first_tau = 
np.max(tau_inside[reduce(np.logical_and,[tau_inside < 8, tau_inside < np.max(tau_inside)])]) 
                        except ValueError: 
                            print("no values under 5 over 0") 
                            self.first_tau = np.min(np.abs(tau_inside[tau_inside > 0])) 
                        try: 
                            self.second_tau = np.min(tau_inside[tau_inside > 10]) 
                        except ValueError: 
                            self.second_tau = np.max(np.abs(tau_inside)) 
                        if round(self.first_tau,5) == round(self.second_tau,5): 
                            print("taus are equal, try finding a new one") 
                            try: 
                                self.second_tau = np.min(tau_inside[tau_inside > 
self.first_tau]) 
                            except ValueError: 
                                print("only had the one available") 
                    #strategy 3 is the far looking strat 
                    elif control_strategy == 3: 
                        #choose the farthest beacons to cue on 
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                        if tau_inside.size > 1: 
                            self.second_tau = np.max(tau_inside) 
                            try: 
                                self.first_tau = np.max(tau_inside[tau_inside < 
self.second_tau]) 
                            except ValueError: 
                                self.first_tau = np.max(tau_inside) 
                            print("set taus to different beacons") 
                        else: 
                            self.first_tau = self.second_tau = tau_inside[0] 
                            print("setting them to the same beacon") 
 
                    elif control_strategy == 4: #near/far maximizing with a specified side 
                        if self.follow_side == 1: 
                            if sorted_tau_right.size > 1: 
                                print("following right") 
                                side_taus = sorted_tau_right 
                                side_beacons = sorted_beacons_right 
                            else: 
                                follow_side = -1 
                        if self.follow_side == -1: 
                            if sorted_tau_left.size > 1: 
                                print("following left") 
                                side_taus = sorted_tau_left 
                                side_beacons = sorted_beacons_left 
                        print("using far looking strategy") 
                        try: 
                            self.first_tau = side_taus[side_taus.size - 2] 
                        except IndexError: 
                            self.first_tau = side_taus[0] 
                        self.second_tau = side_taus[side_taus.size - 1] 
 
                    print("taus:") 
                    print(self.first_tau) 
                    print(self.second_tau) 
 
                self.first_beacon_mask = np.zeros(int(beacons_list.size/3), dtype = bool) 
                self.second_beacon_mask = np.zeros(int(beacons_list.size/3), dtype = bool) 
                 
                #set mask and beacons here 
                obcnt = 0 
                first_set = False 
                second_set = False 
                for ta in tau_all: 
                    if ta == self.first_tau and not first_set: 
                        self.first_beacon_mask[obcnt] = 1 
                        first_set = True 
                    if ta == self.second_tau and not second_set: 
                        self.second_beacon_mask[obcnt] = 1 
                        second_set = True 
                    obcnt += 1 
 
                self.first_beacon = beacons_list[self.first_beacon_mask] 
                self.second_beacon = beacons_list[self.second_beacon_mask] 
 
 
                #if we have chosen new segments that are not the same as previous ones, we 
need to update 
                #the tau_difference previous with our saved data 
                if self.tau_all_prev.size != 0 and (not 
np.array_equal(self.first_beacon_mask, self.first_beacon_mask_prev) or not 
np.array_equal(self.second_beacon_mask, self.second_beacon_mask_prev)): 
                    print("resetting tau difference previous") 
                    self.first_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.first_beacon_mask] 
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                    self.second_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.second_beacon_mask] 
 
                    print(self.first_tau_prev) 
                    print(self.second_tau_prev) 
                    #if either cell had 0 average in a previous frame, we need to reset the 
previous difference 
                    if self.first_tau_prev.size == 0 or self.second_tau_prev.size == 0 or 
self.first_tau_prev == 0 or self.second_tau_prev == 0: 
                        print("beacons were not available previously") 
                        self.tau_difference_prev = np.array([]) 
                    else:  
                        self.tau_difference_previous = np.abs(self.second_tau_prev - 
self.first_tau_prev) 
                elif self.tau_all_prev.size != 0: 
                    self.first_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.first_beacon_mask] 
                    self.second_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.second_beacon_mask] 
                else: 
                    self.tau_difference_previous = np.array([]) 
                    self.first_tau_prev = np.array([]) 
                    self.second_tau_prev = np.array([]) 
 
                self.first_beacon_mask_prev = self.first_beacon_mask 
                self.second_beacon_mask_prev = self.second_beacon_mask 
            else: 
                self.tau_left = np.min(tau_left_filtered) 
                self.tau_right = np.min(tau_right_filtered) 
 
                tau_right_mask = np.zeros(len(tau_all), dtype = bool) 
                tau_left_mask = np.zeros(len(tau_all), dtype = bool) 
                cnter = 0 
                for ta in tau_all: 
                    if ta == self.tau_right: 
                        tau_right_mask[cnter] = 1 
                    if ta == self.tau_left: 
                        tau_left_mask[cnter] = 1 
 
                self.di_left = di_all[tau_left_mask] 
                self.di_right = di_all[tau_right_mask] 
 
                self.flow_balance = 1 
 
            #some values 
            if tau_left_filtered.size != 0: 
                self.tau_left_avg = np.mean(tau_left_filtered) 
            if tau_right_filtered.size != 0: 
                self.tau_right_avg = np.mean(tau_right_filtered) 
 
        #so we don't have to compute the values again 
        self.tau_all = tau_all 
        self.di_all = di_all 
        self.di_dt_all = di_dt_all 
        self.tau_mean = tau_mean 
        self.tau_var = tau_var 
        self.range = np.max(tau_all_filtered) - np.min(tau_all_filtered) 
     
    self.draw_details(x, y, theta)   
     
    self.is_inside_prev = self.is_inside 
    self.di_all_prev = di_all 
    self.tau_all_prev = self.tau_all 
 
    #saving data: 
    numerical_data = np.zeros((3, self.tau_all.size)) 
    numerical_data[0] = self.tau_all 
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    numerical_data[1] = self.di_all 
    numerical_data[2] = self.di_dt_all 
    numerical_data = numerical_data.T 
    with open('tau_data_comp_004.csv', "ab") as outfile: 
        wr = csv.writer(outfile) 
        wr.writerow([self.sim_timer]) 
        np.savetxt(outfile, numerical_data, delimiter = ",") 
 
    return control_strategy 
 
def tau_balancing(self): 
#**Inputs: None 
#** Actions: Computes the control using a flow balancing 
#*** strategy by attempting to minimize the difference  
#*** in taus between left and right 
#** Outputs: control signal (turning rate) 
    global beacons_list 
    global writer 
 
    averaging = True 
    continuous = True 
 
    #reset the differences in case we were tau maximizing 
    self.tau_difference_previous = np.array([]) 
    self.tau_difference = np.array([]) 
    data_record = [] 
 
    dt = self.t 
    robot_pos = np.array([x,y]) 
 
    robot_image_pos_y = self.height - y 
    data_record = [x,robot_image_pos_y] 
 
    print("tau_left:") 
    print(self.tau_left_avg) 
    print("tau_right:") 
    print(self.tau_right_avg) 
 
    if averaging: 
        tau_left = self.tau_left_avg 
        tau_right = self.tau_right_avg 
        di_right = self.di_right_avg 
        di_left = self.di_left_avg 
    else: 
        tau_left = self.tau_left 
        tau_right = self.tau_right 
        di_right = self.di_right 
        di_left = self.di_left 
 
    if self.tau_all.size != 0 and tau_left != 0 and tau_right != 0 and tau_right is not None 
and tau_left is not None: 
        if np.sign(tau_left) != np.sign(tau_right): 
            if tau_left < 0: 
                motion = -1 
            else: 
                motion = 1 
            control = 0.08*(motion * (tau_right - tau_left)) 
        else: 
            control = -5*(1/(tau_left) - 1/(tau_right)) 
    else: 
        control = 0  
 
 
    #determine value of control based on sign 
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    if not continuous: 
        control = self.Omega_balance * np.sign(control) 
 
    if not np.isnan(control) and np.sign(control) == 1: 
        self.direction_prev = 1 
    elif not np.isnan(control) and np.sign(control) == -1: 
        self.direction_prev = -1 
    #set a saturation 
    if np.abs(control) > 0.2: 
        control = np.sign(control)*0.2 
    #reset the di values when we are going to a turn sequence 
    if self.frame_counter == 2: 
        self.di_all_prev = np.array([]) 
        if control != 0: 
            self.control_prev = control 
 
    return control 
 
def tau_maximizing(self): 
#**Inputs: None 
#** Actions: Computes the control using the tau 
#*** difference maximizing strategy  
#** Outputs: control signal (turning rate) 
    global beacons_list 
    global writer 
 
    continuous = True 
 
    entry = False 
 
    dt = self.t 
 
    print("direction previous") 
    print(self.direction_prev) 
 
 
    if self.first_tau is not None and self.second_tau is not None and self.first_tau != 0 
and self.second_tau != 0 and self.first_tau != self.second_tau: 
        try: 
            tau_difference = self.second_tau - self.first_tau 
            first_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.first_beacon_mask] 
            second_tau_prev = self.tau_all_prev[self.second_beacon_mask] 
            self.tau_difference = tau_difference  
        except IndexError: 
            control = 0 
            entry = True 
            first_tau_prev = 0 
            second_tau_prev = 0 
 
        if first_tau_prev != 0 and second_tau_prev != 0 and self.control_prev != 0: 
            control = 1.0/(((self.second_tau - second_tau_prev)/self.control_prev) - 
((self.first_tau - first_tau_prev)/self.control_prev)) 
        # #check if we have a tau difference set, meaning we have tracked beacons from 
previous 
        # #frames. If we do have this value and it is 0 this means we don't have a good 
track 
        # #and will need to make an educated 'guess' 
        elif not continuous and self.tau_difference_previous.size != 0 and 
self.tau_difference_previous != 0: 
            control = tau_difference - self.tau_difference_previous 
        else: 
            print("tau difference prev not set") 
            print("or we only have one beacon to process") 
            control = 0 
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            entry = True #flag to show this is the first time we are computing tau 
maximizing 
        print("actual control:") 
        print(control) 
        #only want to save on every last frame of the straight sequence 
        if self.frame_counter == 2: 
            self.tau_difference_previous = tau_difference 
            self.tau1_prev = self.first_tau 
            self.tau2_prev = self.second_tau 
            self.di_all_prev = np.array([]) 
 
    else: 
        print("no taus available, or between straight frames") 
        control = 0 
        entry = True 
 
    # #determine the sign of the control based on previous directions 
    if not continuous: 
        direction = 0 
        if not np.isnan(control): 
            direction = np.sign(control) 
 
        #if this is the first time we are computing tau maximization, we dont have a 
previous 
        #difference to compute the control, need to make an educacted guess about which way 
to  
        #turn based on number of features 
        elif entry: 
            entry = False 
            dir_set = False 
            #if we are facing a wall, then we want to turn towards the side with the  
            #higher taus (signifying the direction of the hallway_) 
            # if self.control_strategy == 2: 
            if self.left_entropy < self.right_entropy: 
                print("selecting based on points") 
                direction = -1 
                dir_set = True 
            elif self.left_entropy> self.right_entropy: 
                print("selecting based on points") 
                direction = 1 
                dir_set = True 
            if not dir_set: 
                if self.tau_right_avg> self.tau_left_avg: 
                    print("selecting side based on number of beacons") 
                    direction = 1 
                else: 
                    print("selecting side based on number of beacons") 
                    direction = -1 
        print("direction chosen") 
        print(direction) 
        control = direction * self.Omega_max 
        if direction != 0: 
            self.direction_prev = direction 
 
    if np.abs(control) > 0.3: 
        control = np.sign(control)*0.3 
 
    if self.frame_counter == 2: 
        if control != 0: 
            self.control_prev = control 
 
    return control 
Appendix B
Real Implementation Considerations
In addition to the simulation environment, it was of interest to create code for im-
plementation of the developed controls on a real robot. The iRobot Create2, Figure
B·1, was chosen as the platform due to its ease of access and abundant community
support. This robot operates similar to that of the differential drive robot in the sim-
ulation, however to control the turning rate of the robot, the user specifies a forward
velocity as well as a radius of curvature. The robot is driven by two driving wheels
and controlled through a serial, USB connection. A Microsoft Surface Pro 3 with
an Intel Core i5 processor was used for optical flow calculations, as well as motion
commands for the robot, and the built-in web camera was used for video capture. In
order to implement the control laws in a real-time environment, several factors had
to be taken into consideration. The main difference between the simulations and the
real system is that we will have far more keypoints to track and compute the time-
to-contact for. The keypoints in the implementation are chosen though the FAST
feature detector and the FREAK descriptor. The FAST detector will pick up corner
points in the environment, while the FREAK descriptor will use retinal strategies to
describe the points. An average of 2000 keypoints per image frame will be tracked, if
possible, to give the most information. The features take on much less structure in
the implementation than in simulations, and keypoints must be clustered or grouped
in such a way that each of the control protocols can be implemented.
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Figure B·1: The iRobot Create2 (iRobot, 2017).
B.1 Preliminaries
B.1.1 OpenCV
In (Seebacher, 2015), the software for autonomous flow balancing control of quadrotor
was written in Python using the OpenCV and Numpy libraries. OpenCV was chosen
for its efficient implementations of hundreds of computer vision algorithms, including
feature detectors and descriptors, as well as optical flow computations. The GridFast
feature detector, as well as the Freak descriptor were implemented through OpenCV.
Several other detectors and descriptors were also tested, however this combination
proved to be the fastest. OpenCV also offers a library for computing Lucas-Kanade
optical flow efficiently. This implementation was also adapted for use in Seebacher’s,
and the present work. In addition to libraries for the computer vision algorithms
used in this work, OpenCV was also used for the graphical user interface. OpenCV’s
window coordinates are set up as shown in Figure B·2. The origin of the coordinate
frame is located at the upper left corner of the window. This particular coordinate
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frame is right-handed. The user interface for the real robot implementation will show
the plotted optical flow vectors in real time, as well as some information about the
control strategy and magnitude.
Figure B·2: Reference frame for OpenCV GUI.
B.1.2 Image Segmentation
Computational efficiency is paramount for any real-time operation, however, in (See-
bacher, 2015), it was shown that this method of tracking 2000 keypoints can be used
in real time without lag due to computations. The problem in tracking so many
points is understanding which ones to use for methods that rely on tracking specific
objects, like tau maximizing. Tau balancing is done easily by averaging the taus for
the keypoints on the right and left sides of the image plane. This is the same as the
method used in the simulation, including ignoring a section of the center of the image
due to noise concerns. The tau maximizing protocol, however, is a bit more tricky. In
the simulation we have discrete beacons to track and use for difference maximization,
whereas in the implementation, we have thousands of individual points, which typi-
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cally make up many objects. In order to organize these keypoints, several strategies
were attempted.
The first strategy implemented was a clustering technique, which attempted to
cluster together like taus. Keypoints that have roughly similar taus can be represen-
tative of the same object, or of a vertical line in the environment such as a door frame
or a window frame. These distinct clusters of taus could be averaged and used as
beacons. The major problem with this approach comes in computational efficiency.
Clustering operations tend to take more time to execute, especially when dealing with
large numbers of points. Since the implementation is already computationally heavy,
with the feature detection, description, matching, and optical flow calculations, it is
of interest to keep the control strategies as simple as possible.
Next, the Hough Transform technique was applied. The Hough Transform is a
method of extracting lines from an edge image. The length and orientation of these
extracted lines can be specified. In order to implement this strategy, the Canny Edge
detector was used to extract the edge image. This was chosen as it has been shown
to be the most computationally efficient edge detector. The Hough Transform is also
quick to compute, using a voting strategy where if a feature gets a certain number
of ’votes’ from the candidate pixels, it is considered a line. It was determined that
vertical lines would be most useful for vision-based navigation. The Canny edge
image and associated extracted Hough lines, drawn in green across the entire length
of the image, can be seen in Figure B·3 for one segment of the hallway. Once the
Hough lines were extracted, keypoint associations were made such that any detected
keypoint within one pixel of a Hough line is considered to be on that line. After
all associations were made, the line was then considered a ’beacon’ with an average
tau value and usable for navigation. The issue with this method is the nature of the
Hough Transform computation. The vertical lines identified by the Hough Transform
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are not guaranteed to persist from frame to frame, due to noise, or lighting changes.
Additionally, the lines are ordered by the number of votes they received, not their
physical location in the image, making it more difficult to track them from one frame
to the next. Often keypoints would jump from one Hough line to another if the
two lines were very close, causing issues with tracking as well. Taking all of these
considerations, it was of interest to adopt a simpler strategy.
(a) (b)
Figure B·3: (a) Canny edge image and (b) vertical Hough Transform
lines for a hallway segment.
The final technique that was implemented was a simple retinal segmentation strat-
egy. In order to separate the right from the left sides of the image plane for tau
balancing, histogram binning was used by Seebacher (Seebacher, 2015) to essentially
determine where keypoints fell on the image. Seebacher uses a three column segmen-
tation where the middle column is ignored. This middle column is not used as any
objects immediately in front of the robot will have extremely small displacements on
the image plane, and will therefore only give noisy time-to-contact data. In order
to use a segmentation strategy similar to Seebacher for tau maximizing, we require
more segments. Each of these retinal segments can be thought of as areas of atten-
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tion, or areas that may be giving us useful information for navigation. We segment
the image frame into 10 columns, with the middle two columns left ignored due to
noise constraints. This gives four columns on each side of the image plane to use as
navigation beacons. Keypoints are associated to these segments, and their tau values
are averaged . This method is attractive as it is a simple retinal segmentation, not
require complex operations on the image. It also makes tracking much simpler as it
is a rigid segmentation.
B.1.3 Collecting and Tracking Data
As mentioned previously, tau data is only computed and collected when the robot
is moving straight, to avoid breaking necessary assumptions on constant velocity. In
order to compute taus, at least two frames of data are needed from the segment of
straight forward motion. However, due to hardware data-rate constraints, it is not
possible to constantly update the heading of the robot. It is therefore necessary,
and beneficial to have sections of constant forward velocity that last longer than the
minimum required frames. This is also desirable as noise can strongly effect data
from frame to frame. The more data that is collected, the less impact noise will have.
In order to mitigate this noise, over the course of the sensing segment of the cycle, a
running average is kept for each of the 8 retinal segments. This average will provide
more robust information than a single frame alone, while still allowing the robot to
turn corners.
In addition to collecting the data for each retinal segment, the segments must
be tracked between sensing sequences. Since the acting phase consists of a turning
motion, the location of the points in each sensing cycle will likely shift between
retinal segments. For example, in a left turn, the keypoints that were in the leftmost
segment before the turn, may move to the second or third segments after the turn.
This tracking is not essential for flow balancing, but is paramount for tau difference
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maximizing. This problem of shifting segments is handled through a tracking matrix.
This tracking matrix is a list of lists which stores the location of a keypoint throughout
the progression of frames until it is dropped from the field of view, or filtered out. The
tracking length of the keypoints, or the number of frames for which to save the data,
is a changeable parameter. We therefore set the length of each tracking array to be at
a maximum of one more than the number of frames in the straight, sensing sequence.
This allows us to take the points from the final frame of the straight segment, and
track back to the last frame before the previous turning segment to see where they
came from. In order to do this the same histogram binning strategy is used, where
the old locations are binned, or grouped, with the same points that binned together
in the current frame. The x-position of these old points is then averaged across each
bin to determine approximately which of the 10 segments these points were in before
the turning process.
B.1.4 Computing Taus
The computation of tau values from optical flow information in a real-time implemen-
tation is slightly different than the pinhole camera model. In this work, the OpenCV
Lucas Kanade optical flow feature is utilized. This feature takes an array of the (x,y)
coordinates of features in a video frame, ~p1, and returns the new location of these
points in the next frame, ~p0. In order to compute tau, the distance from the keypoint
to the focus of expansion must be known. In this work, the focus of expansion is
always at the center of the image, since taus are only computed when the robot is
moving at a constant forward velocity. As in (Seebacher, 2015), we translate the
OpenCV coordinate system to the center of the image plane by:
(wc, hc) = (
w
2
,
h
2
) (B.1)
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Where w and h are the width and height of the image, in pixels, respectively. The
coordinates of the keypoints must be translated to match this new reference frame
by:
xc = xf − wc (B.2)
yc = yf − hc (B.3)
Optical flow between two adjacent video frames may now be computed in Carte-
sian coordinates, by subtracting the difference in x, y coordinates of a keypoint be-
tween the two frames, and dividing by the time difference.
[
δxc
δt
,
δyc
δt
]
=
~p1 − ~p0
δt
(B.4)
With optical flow computation complete, time-to-transit (tau) may be computed,
as detailed earlier.
τx =
xc
δxc
δt
(B.5)
τy =
yc
δyc
δt
(B.6)
Where τx and τy are the x and y components of time-to-transit respectively. These
tau values are computed for each keypoint in the image frame using Python’s NumPy
library for efficient array operations. For a more in depth analysis of how this optical
flow computation process occurs in software, see (Seebacher, 2015). In this work,
the motion in the y direction, which represents vertical robot motions, is not of
interest. The iRobot Create2 moves only in the horizontal direction and does not
change altitude. Thus, the planar optical flow, in the x - direction, is the only data
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of interest. Since the tau values are only computed when the robot is moving at a
straight, constant velocity, analysis is simplified. This eliminates the need to separate
translational and rotational flow, thus removing a major complexity of the process.
B.2 Results
Due to restrictions on time, the robot implementation was run in open loop. This
means that the robot was manually driven around the corridor, and all image pro-
cessing and control computations were done in post processing. Because the control
was done in post processing, the sense-act-perceive cycle was not fully realized. This
means that in our open loop implementation, the robot may be computing taus when
the vehicle is turning. This can skew the tau information and cause inaccurate con-
trols. However, the robot was kept at a constant forward velocity for all straight
segments of the hall, and was only turned, in segments, at each corner, in an at-
tempt to minimize error. The robot was controlled to have straight constant velocity
sections as it turned the corner.
Results for the straight corridor section, as well as the corner section can be seen
in Figure B·4. These images show that the robot is able to identify the proper control
strategy to use in a corridor, and corner environment. The process the robot uses is
the same as that outlined in Chapter 5. Due to the nature of open loop control, this
experiment was used only to show the efficacy of the protocol switching strategies
and environment recognition. For future work it is of interest to implement these
controls in closed loop on the robot.
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(a) (b)
Figure B·4: Optical flow vectors are shown in color based on their
magnitude: (a) A hallway environment as seen by the robot (b) a
corner as seen by the robot.
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